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ABSTRACT

The post-modern phenomenon of body-modifying technologies, human adaptation and the universal
right of moral-autonomy is the central theme of this discussion. As such it begins with a discussion on
body-modifying technologies and the way it may or may not surpass the individual in one’s willingness
to adapt—being free of any type of coercion. Such practices are investigated both inside and outside of
various organizational confines, including free-adopters and subcultural practices, including but not
limited to what is transpiring and/or on the table for discussion within hospitals, correctional facilities,
the workplace as well as National Defense. Consistently contrasted throughout is the trichotomy of
body-modifications through willing human acceptance—referred to as free-adopters versus practices
that transpire through medical intervention—referred to as restorative health measures, versus that
which is externally regulated through imposed order. With a focus on the individual’s right of
jurisdiction over one’s body it focuses on techno-practices that directly intercept with the human body—
likewise arguing for certain limitations, such as needless bodily harm. Such subcutaneous practices—
range from body-art (i.e. skin-branding and tattoos) to skin-embedded devices (i.e. Neuroprosthetic
chips designed to combat PTSD in soldiers or war veterans). In making this distinction it separates
the internal locus of control from the external —distinguishing the internal locus of each said
individual’s personal autonomy as being an issue of bodily integrity—to that which extends beyond
each said individual presented as within the jurisdiction of the government to ensure public safety. This
thesis argues that the individual’s right of refusal needs to be safe-guarded, inversely protecting rights
of acceptance based on universally grounded principals. Rather than argue against subdermal-tech
evolution and/or rights of acceptance it puts forth recommendations that in-order to protect individual
moral autonomy, alternative means must continue to co-exist or when needed be engineered, innovated
and marketed, to provide viable resources to live in community, participate in the work-place, function
in commerce as well as move towards greater levels of self-actualization in a way that does not
necessitate adoption.
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MONTESQUIEU QUOTE
“If there were in the world a nation which had a sociable humour, an openness of
heart, a joy in life, a taste, an ease in communicating its thoughts; which was lively,
pleasant, playful, sometimes imprudent, often [injudicious]; and which had with all
that, courage, generosity, frankness, and a certain point of honour, one should avoid
disturbing its manners by laws, in order not to disturb its [tranquillity]”
(Montesquieu, Baron du, 1748).
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CHAPTER ONE
General Introduction:
Body-Modifying Technologies
and the Individual’s Right of Moral Autonomy
1.1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
This research suggests that should skin-embedded technologies momentum continue,
subdermal tech1 innovations have potential to redefine what it means to be human [1-3]; this
coupled with a growing propensity for individuals and subcultures to remake the human body
through the use of technology is argued by Sociologists, such as Anthony Giddens to be ushering
in a distinct cultural shift defined as post-modernism [4]. This researcher argues that once
technology is meshed with humanity its invasive quality makes it a matter of individual moral
autonomy [5]. Likewise, its constancy, such as in the case of human microchipping, increases its
likelihood of altering the individual’s psychological make-up [6-8]. The purpose in bringing this
to the forefront is to support aspects of body-integrity [9] pertaining to individual moral rights in
the interchange with such technology—taking in a vast array of practices—ranging from cyborgs
to persons who engage in body-modifications as a means to affirm affiliations with specific subcultures. As such, it also argues that when it comes to radical acts such as sadomasochistic in
nature that certain limitations are necessary to legislate. Aspects of this stance indirectly combats
the most recent Bill c-14 ruling on Doctor assisted dying [10]—presenting a contrasting view, such
as “do yourself no harm” that is universally grounded [1, 11-14].

1

See Appendix 1
2

From a “Sociology of the body” perspective, body-modifying practices is argued to be on
the rise [15], as such are explored as a trichology: Firstly, the Free-adopter’s movement is explored
as that which is exercised by one’s own volition. Secondly, that which transpires for Restorative
Health purposes such as through medical intervention. And, thirdly that which is regulated or
implemented through top-down consideration rather than of one’s own volition [16]. Some such
modifications involve the remaking of humanity with a sole purpose to redefine [17-20]. One such
way to redefine is to add a capability through a subcutaneous practice that extends beyond one’s
innate physiology—makeup or predisposition of a healthy person at birth.
Regardless, of the motive or intent, a remaking of the human body [21] through the use of
technology is gaining public acceptance, in-so-much that various adoption practices are radically
blurring the lines of distinction when considering the age-old question, “what does it mean to be
human?” [3, 22-24]. It may safely be argued it is not possible to fully embark upon such
discussions without an attempt to differentiate between humanity and technology. And yet, this
thesis focuses less on this distinction but rather on establishing boundaries when it comes to rights
of body-ownership in the interchange with technological change. While it may be argued, there is
no clear boundary with such a complex subject, this researcher suggests the line may be drawn
when it comes to “getting under one’s skin”—the mechanism that acts as a protective barrier that
separates the self from external environmental elements and as such houses each ‘individual being’
as a cohesive whole [3, 23]. As such, various examples of amalgamating human physiology with
machine or ways in which technology is used in various subcutaneous practices will be presented.
This will be seen through both a material and ideological perspective—while offering an
interpretive view. In so doing, this current thesis looks at body-modifying practices within and
outside of organizational confines while weighing in on both social implications and human rights
concerns of body ownership within this interchange. As such, it looks at various concepts, such
as the act of “othering”—a classification practice that if invoked through top-down measures,
could restrict free-adopters rights of self-governance, in particular due to non-mainstream bodymodifiers’ practices [25], such as deemed most extreme.
Another organization that is considering various forms of human augmentation is Defence.
Found within a Canadian military journal, Max Michaud-Shields writes:

3

The question is no longer whether we can achieve military human enhancement.
It is whether we should [26] p. 24.

This thesis addresses such questions and brings together the various discussions surrounding
human engineering. As such, it focuses on the individual's right of autonomy over one’s own body
although such actions are subject to rational limitations.
Rather than move forward in these discussion through top-down considerations for
implementation, this researcher makes an appeal that the consumer (adopter and/or refuser), both
the individual and the collective remain within the decision-making process. With trajectories,
already in place2 for consumer adoption as early as 2017 to 2020 [26], the time for this voice (i.e.
communities, churches, sub-cultures and societies, as well as Egalitarian persons) to be added to
the discussion is now, prior to considerations for actual fielding. This is necessary to ensure the
potential end-users/refuser are properly informed of personal rights, are advised on knowns as well
as potential unknowns of such adaptation, and as such are engaged in the conversation on
innovative change that concerns itself with each person’s body—being one’s own ‘physical
capital’ [27].
George Grant’s reference to moral freedom, takes the stance that the powers of the state must
remain separate from that of the people. He alludes to the need for moral pluralism to be restricted
so that it does not impinge upon basic liberties of the individual [5, 28]. Similarly, it may be argued
that by keeping the jurisdiction of human rights to self-legislate pertaining to alterations to one’s
physical being with the moral individual, it helps to balance the power of the state, through sharing
the responsibility with the people in-so-much that it involves one’s internal sphere of influence.
This provides a greater equilibrium while restricting any one entity from absolute power [29].

1.1.1. Subdermal Technology : Restorative Health versus Transhumanism
While taking a distinct position, this thesis encourages cautionary discretion when endorsing
ever-advancing artificial means such as technology, in the interchange with humans and society.
While much of science’s progression is to be commended (such as with restorative health
measures), this work does not endorse a post-modern ideology of a techno-evolution of humanity.

2

See Appendix 2
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This researcher does not support the argument that a transhumanism—designed to remake the self
with an intent to repurpose what is considered ‘innately human’3 is required as a means of historical
progression. Nor does it support claims that we are “all cyborgs”, whereas we’ve undergone
biomedical procedures or been subject to a technology fusion in one way or another [30]. Rather
this thesis rests on the rights of the individual. Hence, case-studies in reference to subcutaneous
practices include various forms of Personal Augmentation (PA), ranging from something as
complex as a brain prosthesis (i.e. chip-implant designed to synchronize virtual realties), to
something as common as open-heart surgery where a heart-pacer or endovascular stent is
embedded in the body to combat heart-disease [31]—arguing human rights in all these instances
remain one-in-the-same. As such the ethical considerations found throughout this research may
be argued as universally applicable.
It is equally as important to understand the complexity of such technologies and its
capabilities and yet, again the distinction made throughout this thesis does not rest on such
premises. Illustratively speaking, while brain chips are being designed, such as for curing agingdiseases and combating Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), (i.e. such as for war veterans and
soldiers), its additional capabilities are creating mounting concerns. As such, the motive for
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) most recent 70M investment in
engineering neuro-prosthetics [32-34] is under scrutiny.

Annie Jacobson argues that an

unprecedented quantity of DARPA scientists are concerned that neuro prosthetic technologies may
be capable of far more than combating PTSD, possessing applications that may be utilized to
support a type of top-down mind control [19]. This type of utility connotes a redefining of what
is ‘innate to humanity’4 and may be argued to differ vastly from Restorative Health practices, such
as implanting an artificial device (i.e. heart-pacer) or prosthesis designed to replace a missing limb
and/or body part that may have been lost as the result of disease, congenital illnesses or trauma
[26]. Regardless, a prosthesis, internal fixation or any product that attempts to replicate former
abilities with or without adding additional functionality or greater artificial capabilities is still
within the parameters of this debate.

3
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Regardless of this distinction, this thesis argues that rights of body-ownership rests with
each said individual, in so-much that one is not engaging in needless bodily harm, and that this is
a universal that applies autonomous from organizational regulations or jurisdictions over its
personnel. Currently the army refers to its personnel as a type of human capital—coming
dangerously close to claiming a form of body ownership over its soldiers. At a 2015 International
Defense summit, the need to make a superior army with built-in capabilities was addressed.
Reference was given to erecting an army with cognitive dominance through human enhancement.
US General David Perkins states, “How do we train? We compel our will on others” [19]. While
it is understood this reference may have been pertaining to the regimented training the soldier
undergoes, in all fairness why was it presented in a dialogue relating to creating a super soldier
through merging human with machine?
The hypothesis remains that for the state (i.e. the government that represents the people) to
ensure individual fundamental freedom and rights are protected, initiatives must be erected. Such
initiatives should include alternatives for persons to co-exist in the work-place, function in
commerce, as well as progress towards commercialization through means that does not necessitate
adopting wireless or subdermal-tech. This applies whether such an individual is exercising
citizenship inside or outside of an organization, such as within correctional facilities, hospitals, the
military and/or the workplace, on issues both intrinsically and extrinsically linked to individual
moral autonomy.

1.1.2. Thesis Chapters and Titles
This research is subdivided into seven sections—six chapters, including the introduction
chapter, context chapter, three article chapters and the general discussion chapter, followed by an
epilogue. This chapter—chapter one provides the introduction of this thesis project. Chapter two
summarizes the three main chapters three through five. It also introduces a Statute of Canada Bill
c-14 ruling [10] and additional case-studies along with what’s happening in the military sphere.
While it addresses the “wireless bandwagon” as an external factor [35-41] that reside outside of
the individual’s locus of control it briefly correlates the subject showing its relevance to individual
moral autonomy [42]. Chapter three situated “The Social Phenomenon of Body-Modifying in a
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World of Technological Change: Past, Present, Future”. Chapter four, entitled, “Whose Body Is
It? […]” investigates the body as physical capital in a techno-society. Chapter five is entitled,
“Sociology of the Docile Body […]” and looks at the constancy of Bio-tech5 as a subdermal
panoptic presence with potential to enslave. The term Bio-tech is used interchangeably with other
forms of skin-embedded devices and therefore is not to be confused with restorative health
measures, only. The chapter titles and the subjects covered throughout Chapter three through five
are contextualized in subsection 2.1.3. This is followed by Chapter six which provides a general
discussion, research findings, recommendations restating its most poignant aspects followed by a
reassertion of the hypothesis and thesis conclusion. Lastly, a commentary is provided in the form
of an epilogue entitled, “RFID Implant Development: Where are we headed and why?”

1.1.3. Research Mandate: Objectives
This research mandate is multifaceted and are as follows: Firstly, to (i) bring various crossdisciplines relevant to this research subject into one discussion paper. Secondly, (ii) to provide a
body of research findings that uncover gaps in current policy, designed to support (iii)
recommendations that inform the Government of New Brunswick and Canada that acts on behalf
of its people.

Such are constructed to safe-guard human rights—both individually and

collectively—when it comes to adopting body-modifying technologies that then concerns itself
with one’s moral autonomy—whether inside or outside the individual’s direct locus of control as
well as inside and outside of organizational confines including but not limited to the workplace.
The areas of discussion relevant to these recommendations are expounded on throughout Chapter
two, three, four and five and briefly reiterated within Chapter six. This mandate is categorized
under three main areas as follows:
i.

Interdisciplinary Research Project
Firstly, this research objective is to make up an interdisciplinary project that brings together

various cross-disciplines. This collaboration is offered as-a-means to interpret relevant literature.

5
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ii.

Research Findings
Secondly, this research objective is to offer various research findings. It is important to

understand, that although Chapter six may be treated as a stand-alone document, the findings are
derived from chapter two, three, four and five. As such, in-order to gain a more comprehensive
understanding, a complete read of the entire thesis is suggested.
iii.

Recommendations

An interpretation of relevant literature is offered with an aim to advocate on behalf of the
general-public, while informing decision makers as relevant to policy, legislation and
governmental affairs by way of recommendations.

1.1.4. Research Methodology
This thesis highly leans on the Social Contract theory—with its roots in Kantian theory. As
such, it differs from cultural and moral relativism in that the highest good reflects the dignity of
the individual both on an autonomous level as well as communal and as such is not reduced to
private interpretations. This good is conferred upon through the exercise of the autonomous
rational self who through understanding and having a sense of interconnectedness with the other
moves towards the good, not from a point of self-interest but through an understanding that the
good of the one—when properly contextualized—is also for the benefit of all. When the individual
exercises autonomous rationale it naturally follows that a political regime is established that
mirrors this good—established by its societal members.

In such an order the government

representatives are a true reflection of the people, not the self-interest of a few or of principals that
have no shared morality but represents the values of a moral community—both individual and
collective that embraces an ethic that may be universally applied [5, 12, 14]—even a knowledge
that may be imparted internationally.

1.1.5. Research Scope
This research is designed around what is happening in Canada, however, whereas rights of
bodily-integrity and individual moral autonomy is of international consequences, and this
8

researcher argues for a universal morality, its scope is not necessarily limited to Canada. As such,
where deemed applicable, this research may be considered relevant to International relations,
conventions and practices [43]. For this reason, body-modifying practices are not restricted to any
one-said geographical location.
Free-adoption practices is largely interpreted as a Westernized phenomenon [4]—in
particular, with the commonly shared acceptance of a cyborg reality [30]. As such, Westernization
is less about a defined territory, rather reflects a mind-set that has largely adopted a cultural
relativistic approach to moral tensions such as body-standards—reflecting no set universal moral.
Such a position, gives no consideration as to whether manipulation of one’s body may be deemed
by other cultural standards as a civility that is something other than human [44]. In particular when
it comes to considerations in creating a super soldier [45].

1.1.5.1. Research Scope: Individual Moral Autonomy and Rights of Body ownership
Pertaining to the utility of body-modifying technologies the following is offered: Within
much of the literature, built-in to its various terms (see Appendix 1), is a pre-supposition that needs
to be demystified, as the sphere of this research does not necessarily concern itself only with
performance enhancement practices. And so, for example, while this research briefly relates to
‘Personal Augmentation’6 (PA) [26] it is important not to overlook invasive practices that may not
reflect enhanced human capability and yet still relevant to this discussion. For example, a
subdermal passive RFID merely containing an individual’s ID, may or may not be considered as
an enhancement, whereas it does not aid or improve one’s human ability and yet, such a practice
is included within this sphere of research whereas it adds a function to humanity that is not
fundamentally ‘innate to being’7 [3] as well as invades the body—even though it is defined as only
‘mildly’ invasive [26] it still requires a subcutaneous procedure. Likewise, for example, a type of
skin-branding, such as, a tattoo that contains a prisoner’s identification number may or may not be
considered an enhancement and yet, because it provides an additional feature, it is still within the
parameters of this research.

6
7

See Appendix 1
See Appendix 1
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Diagram A: Visuals of Relevant Body-modifying practices
In conjunction to various depictions found throughout this thesis a visual aid is offered asa-means to present body-modifying practices relevant to this research topic (See Diagram A).
These pictures range from what may be considered as mild to extreme and include both that which
is freely adopted (See Images B, D, E and F), as well as that which has potential to be regulated
through various forms of organizational control [16, 18, 46] (See Images C, E and F).

Diagram A: Disclaimer: an attempt has been made to offer images that do not show the identity of
the person and/or persons who have undergone various forms of human augmentation as a means
of protecting privacy [47-51].

While it is important not to ignore most extreme considerations for human engineering
[such as that which] equips an end-user with a mechanism that extends beyond “’natural’ activities
that humans have been doing throughout history” [43] in reference to utility and application the
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emphasis rests on simplistic measures that include body-intrusions, such as that require
subcutaneous practices, at least in reference to the one’s own body [52]. The same relevance
applies whether the application is defined as mildly invasive, such as with a prick of the skin from
a sub-dermal needle or extremely invasive, such as with neuro prosthetics brain implant designed
to augment cognition [53].
As directly related to one’s moral autonomy, additional consideration is given to freeadopters, a practice that is looked at from various researchers, such as Anthony Giddens as an
indicator of a major cultural shift that once believed in shared universals [4]. This emphases the
way in which society’s moral values have shifted, such as that once viewed the human body as
sacred [15] and unmarked. (Illustratively speaking, a practice that is now highly contained as an
Eastern tradition and as such remains a tension, that from this researcher’s perspective may be
correlated to acts of terrorism, such as blamed on Westernized indiscretions, however wrongly
justified). In addition, various researchers, such as outlined in a ‘Sociology of the Body’ Reader,
view the ‘turning inward to oneself’ [54], whereby remaking human identity (such as through the
use of technology), as a post-modern indicator [15, 54].
While privacy rights activists concern themselves with a variety of issues, such as ownership
of the biometric data with humancentric applications (i.e. information stored on skin-embedded
RFID’s), however, this work concerns itself more with privacy—as it relates to body-ownership
[55-58]. Broadly spoken, body-ownership relates to issues of bodily integrity.
Bodily integrity encompasses the right of each said individual including children to rights
of autonomy and self-determination over ones’ own body. According to a recent study, this
considers “unconsented physical intrusion as a human rights violation” [59]. In addition, bodily
integrity violations may include the following:
Non-therapeutic and unconsented surgeries […] and […] practices such as 'corrective' genital
surgery performed on intersex children, gender reassignment surgery, female genital mutilation,
routine circumcision of male infants and boys, and the sterilisation of people with learning
disabilities [59].

In-reference-to subdermal implants and body intrusions that require subcutaneous practices,
Christine Perakslis and Michael and Michael offer a fifth border to Marx’s four privacy borders.
This fifth border has been offered [60], to clarify the way in which privacy relates to one’s bodily
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integrity in particular when it comes to ‘getting under one’s skin’. This has been so defined as the
“Physio-psychological border” [55]. Perakslsis, et. al. further define this area of bodily privacy
as follows:
Boundaries of the internal realm of the individual’s human system such as physiological and
psychological; the expectations of personal autonomy and self-determination of his or her human
system, including ownership of the information [55] p. 79-87.

As such this privacy border, so defined, encapsulates the trichotomy of body-modifying
practices offered throughout as an enterprise that also contains rightful limitations.
i.

Future Work

a. Self-harm Limitations
Likewise, limitations outlined within this researcher’s recommendations, such as “do
yourself no harm” [61] does not coincide with this Canada’s latest statues and rule to place the
right to end life in the hands of the suffer, the family and the medical field [10]. Whereas this thesis
argues that freedom of moral autonomy is both individual and collective and therefore contains
certain limitations, it does not support individuals engaging in practices that may be deemed
extreme in physical-harm measurements (i.e. such as the removal of healthy limbs—currently
receiving remote consideration within certain sub-cultures) [43] p. 16. Such extreme forms of body
modifying practices are not supported within the confines of this thesis—extending well beyond
aesthetic preference or group-affiliation and may be argued as involving various levels of needless
physical harm.
Currently individual threatening self-harm are not being properly protected. One recent case
study that may be argued as reflective of this is when a highly suicidal patient was refused a
hospital bed—instead referred to a psychiatrist; in-turn he ended his life [62]. Clearly this is a call
for hospital policy to revisit its protocol; yet, such policy should not be addressed through lowerlevel tribunals, alone. A good starting place is with Bill c-14’s most recent rulings. Understanding
that not addressing this crises also places humanity’s limited understanding on pain and suffering
as the pinnacle—removing constitutional principals in which Canada was originally founded upon
[10, 11]. This in no wise removes full rights of body-ownership from the individual but does give
a call for constitutionalized limitations, placing restrictions on needless self-harm.
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The need to combat the decisions contained within Bill c-14 rests on an argument founded
within the arena of Pis'-tis phenomena—Pis'-tis is translated from Greek as meaning “faith in
action” and refers to a hope, "trust in the promises of a Divine Creator"—a creative force that
produces miracles, even in the face of what appears hopeless (see James Strong, 1990) [1]. Such
discussions are further articulated in this researcher’s additional area of study and yet needful to
briefly present, when addressing a system whose latest rulings [10] are fully based on medical
science’s verdict—an area that in and of itself may be argued as incomplete—making up the
rational component that is counterbalanced with faith [1].
In addition to what is outlines as inclusive to this thesis, a thorough list of relevant definitions
is provided (See Appendix 1), in-particular when followability may be at risk.

1.1.5.2. PSYCHOLOGICAL RAMIFICATIONS

DUE

TO

SUBDERMAL TECH’S

CONSTANCY
Perakslis, et. Al.’s fifth border—encompassing the ‘physio-psychological’ [60] may be
argued to support a dualistic approach to the human body including both internal and external
elements. As it relates not only to physical intrusions, but also relates to psychological impacts
over and above more traditional concerns (i.e. privacy laws due to synoptic centralization of
information or privacy violations due to ownership of personal information) [8] to concerns that
are more panoptic in nature [6]. As such, it may be possible to investigate the constancy of both
sub-dermal and wireless claims of negatively impacting the individual’s psychological makeup
within the fifth privacy border paradigm. From this perspective it would involve an internal
element of the human system that does not necessarily require a subcutaneous practice to be
deemed a violation of one’s moral autonomy.

These correlates wireless technologies to aspects

of bodily integrity and the moral autonomy of the individual. This acts to emphasis the need to
transfer the weight of responsibility into the hands of a governing institute rather than leave such
discussion tabled—or worse yet, leave the consumer unaware of potential unknowns.

1.1.6. Research Limitations: Exclusions
While the secondary literature used throughout this discourse reinforces relevant aspects,
below is a list compiled that are outside its scope. While these additional areas are not directly
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included, it is important to acknowledge that each exclusion has its own set of ethical, legal as well
as social implications. The thesis findings do not support the following areas:
i. The Wireless Tech Debate: The individual’s External Locus of Control
Excluded from this current thesis is the wireless debate that addresses the ecological footprint
wireless tech and its infrastructure may be having on the environment. The wireless debate
includes the unsettled argument as to whether EMR’s, EMF’s, wireless tech and its ambivalences
are having a negative impact on human health, such as due to compounded radiation usage [3740]. While these studies all remain inconclusive the null hypothesis is ruling, stating until every
external variance is ruled out, science cannot justly ascribe reported health cases directly to EMF
exposures. While World Health Organization (WHO), are arguing there is no valid scientific
evidence substantiating [40], other environmental researchers are arguing there is enough evidence
to halt or slow-down wireless technological progression [39, 41, 63]. Researchers are arguing that
humans are most susceptible to Radio Frequency EMF’s during stages of cognitive development.
Hence, a higher priority has been placed on Cohort studies for young and adolescent children (i.e.
weighing outcomes including behavioral and neurological disorders and cancer [40] pp. 14-15.
Outside of concerns of its negative impact on human psychology due to constancy, the wireless
debate remains outside the direct scope of this thesis, in-as-much-as wireless techs remain external
or in the form of wearables—not amalgamated with the human body such as through subcutaneous
practices.
Image A: External Locus Environmental Visual
The following photograph shows an Electric Magnetic Field (EMF) [64]. It is provided as
point of reference, as what may be deemed as potentially harmful exposure [37-39, 63] and yet,
currently considered external from the individual’s ‘direct locus of control’. [65]. (Figure below:
Image A: Magnetic Fields Clip Art [66]).
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As a subject that is highly controversial peer-reviewed works citations are offered that focuses
primarily on the wireless industry, its infrastructure and the unsettled debate on whether radiation
exposures emitted (electric magnetic fields and its ambiances) are negatively impacting the
environment [37, 39, 40]. Whereas this remains an unsettled debate, for the most part, it may
safely be argued to transfer the weight of responsibility into the hands of the government to safeguard rights of refusal and ensure public safety.
ii.

Abortion

This research thesis does not address issues of surrounding abortion. Whereas body
alterations which transpire during aborting a fetus, extend beyond the individual’s jurisdiction over
one’s own body and as such involves the right of another entity and/or life-form separate from the
autonomous-self.
iii.

Gender Selection Medical Procedures

This thesis does not support medical procedures performed to change one’s gender
preference when it comes to the removal of human genitals, whereas determining one’s gender is
a debate that requires a much different level of articulation, and does not directly relate to this body
of research that rests on a universal argument not subject to gender.
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iv.

Non-invasive Physiomechanic, Postural Change and Ergonomics Hazards

Physical changes to one’s anatomy (i.e. due to external, non-invasive technologies or devices
involving long-term usage such as load-bearing exoskeleton suits) [67, 68], prisoner cuffs or other
apparatuses such as strait-jackets designed for temporarily restricting body movement are excluded
in-so-much that such mechanisms do not merge with the human system nor require a subcutaneous
practice or sub-dermal infusion. Research involving postural or physiological changes over time
are also excluded (i.e. sitting in an office-chair that does not provide proper back-support whereby,
resulting in poor posture or disk-deterioration). These areas are exempt in-as-much that the intent
of the technology’s design may be deemed as matters of Ergonomics and as such does not puncture,
lacerate or involve any type of direct bodily-intrusion, even though a lack of proper conditions
could eventually lead to repercussions requiring such. However, an invasive measure (i.e. such as
adding additional strength to bones including Endoskeletal limb replacement that may or may not
enhance or extend human capabilities beyond and above restorative health measures, rather than
what is designed to support one’s former level of performance prior to ailment, would fall within
the parameters of this thesis [67] p. 25. For that matter any form of surgery for restorative health
measures is likewise included, arguing for the patient’s right of acceptance and/or refusal.
v.

Non-Invasive Metabolic Enhancement

This thesis excludes stimulators or metabolic enhancements such as, Modafinil taken orally.
It also excludes other products such as caffeine or natural substances that promote wakefulness
(i.e. for the purpose of soldier’s staying alert) [67] p. 26. Likewise, it does not include anabolic
steroids that are orally administered [43] p. 16. Having said this, should metabolic enhancements
be administered through invasive means (i.e. sub-dermal needle) rather than orally, such practices
would then fall within the direct sphere of this research mandate. This work may or may not
include digestible technologies depending on whether its application alters through a type of
incision (i.e. an embedding within the stomach lining), or if such devices contain radio-active
materials. Likewise, medication administered orally is exempt, other than for comparative casestudies. It also excludes force-feeding, for example, orally medicating patients who are refusing
to digest independently.
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vi.

Non-invasive Sensorial Enhancers, External Brain Wave Readers or Wearables

This thesis does not include external devices, such as, activity trackers (i.e. wrist watches),
pedometer heart-rate monitors, non-invasive DOG tag whether for Identification purposes (i.e. a
tag worn externally, not requiring skin-branding or a subcutaneous procedure), other than to
contextualize content within the larger discussion. Likewise, it does not involve regulations on
dress codes policy on garments or apparel (i.e. sleeves up or down) or decorative pieces (i.e.
location soldiers are to place gold stars on their dress uniform—for those who have been issued
one) [16]. It also excludes externally worn devices, (i.e. brain wave readers worn during neuro
feedback therapy) in-so-much that it does not puncture the skin when being administered). And
so, while brain stimulation implants are not exempt from this project, it does not include external
wearable brain readers.

Likewise it excludes Target Acquisition and night observation

technologies i.e. “night vision googles, or thermal weapon sights” [67] p. 14. These aspects are
only excluded in-so-much that the said technology does not rely on Electric Magnetic Radiation
and Fields—which then would fall outside of the individual’s direct locus of control [52], however,
would still reside within the scope of this thesis mandate. Once again, these exclusions are not to
minimalize the important of potential social implications, rather relies on previous research [58].
vii.

Drones, Unmanned or Robotic Technologies

Research concerning drones and robotic measures that replace human work-power is not
included in the sphere of this research mandate [43] in-so-much that such technologies may be
deemed as involving the individual’s external locus of control [65]. As such, the scope excludes:
military or weather drones, external machinery, such as unmanned artillery, [69] or any other
robotic technology being considered for implementation within or outside of organizational
confines that do not require the amalgamation of human with machine through an invasive
procedure—whether considered mildly invasive or extreme.
The previous list reflects limitations of this thesis, and have been offered in-order-to narrow
in on the defined research area.
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1.2. CONCLUDING STATEMENT
As an entry point in to the debate concerning rights of body ownership, it begins with a
sociological perspective of the human body and the Westernized phenomenon [70] of freely
choosing to alter, mark and/or implant ones own human body [71]—referred to throughout the
chapters as the act of free-adopters. This is looked at retrospectively—from where we are today
versus where we once were. Borrowing from Anthony Giddens it defines post modernity as having
moved away from more traditional-based practices, now embracing a mind-set that “values
difference, as though there were no absolute or universal values that deserve our allegiance”
(paraphrased) [4].
Briefly encompassing the past, present and future, it looks at the knowns as well as potential
unknowns. From a consumer [72], legal [73, 74], bioethical [75] and sociological perspective [15,
76] the variety of reasons such practices are executed—viewed as ever-more normalized, is also
discussed. Various case-studies are offered as-a-means to aid in the discussion on social and bioethical implications of body-modifying in reference to the individual’s moral autonomy [5] in
relation to rights to self-govern techno change to one’s human system.
The way in which human augmentation practices are being considered or endorsed within
various organizational confines is presented [16]. Human machine meshing8 and its potential to
negatively impact the human psyche [6] such as through a biotech constancy is also discussed.
This moves the discussion from a material review of body-modifying technologies to an
ideological perspective—exploring concepts such as the ‘penal metaphor’ and notions of
‘biopower’ [6, 8, 77] as avenues—both past and present that researchers have scrutinized as
problematic. This is offered to substantiate potential dangers of a post-modern ‘Panopticon’[78]
being resurrected, such as through the aid of subdermal short-range tracking technology [6, 8].
In contrast to this, concerning the individual’s moral autonomy a more pragmatic view is
also taken into consideration—presenting very real facts both explicitly and implicitly understood.
For example, according to Patrick Lin (et. Al) currently a soldier is considered to possess a lesser
degree of ownership over one’s body than a common civilian [43].

8

See Appendix 1
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In additional to organizational constraints of body-modifying devices, the wireless tech
unchecked bandwagon is briefly explored.

From a humancentric perspective this arena is

examined as external from the individual’s internal system and yet on the verge of becoming
intrinsically relative. As such, it disambiguates between individual’s right to govern modifications
to one’s own body from individual rights to refuse a full wireless dependency—as a matter that
relates to the ‘Physio-psychological border’ [60].
This researcher advocates for rights of moral autonomy to remain with the individual,
regardless of whether radical body modifications in the form of unconstrained practices are
blurring the distinction between human and machine, or is paving the way for the potential user’s
to more readily accept the notion of robotic human, or subcultures [25]; it is not possible to protect
individual rights of refusal without inadvertently protecting human rights on body-ownership at
large. This advocacy is being offered in the face of individual’s rights to exercise moral freedom
in jeopardy of eroding (i.e., a type of Geoslavery [74, 79] ). William Herbert writes:
The development, marketing, and use of human RFID and GPS implants raise important legal and
ethical issues. Transferring the application of implant technology from animal chattel to humans,
for the same purposes of identification and location control, creates the specter of geoslavery that
may violate the Thirteenth Amendment. At present, however, the legal ramifications regarding
human implants, including the legality of government or privately mandated implants, remains
undeveloped (paraphrased) [36] p. 438.

Once again, it is important to ask the prevailing question as to whether cyberneticism is at
the threshold of becoming or is here? As such, it leads to additional concerns such as whether the
industry’s steep innovation curve combined with an uncritical adoption of such innovation are
preparing conditions for policy to enforce its usage by way of state regulation? While this research
does not suggest that this will happen, it does argue that should such technology be permitted
without insuring alternatives, freedom of rights—as it relates to individual moral autonomy—are
still at risk of eroding.
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CHAPTER TWO

CONTEXT STATEMENT: SITUATING BODY-MODIFYING
PRACTICES AND TECHNOLOGIES WITHIN THE WIRELESS DEBATE
2.1. INTRODUCING CONTEXT STATEMENT
In understanding the rights and limitations of the autonomous individual to self-govern
one’s own body—pertaining to techno modifications, it’s important to differentiate between what
is currently considered within one’s control versus that which is currently argued to fall outside of
the parameters of the individual’s personal jurisdiction. Julian Rotter presents this divide, arguing,
there is a duality to the individual’s locus. As such, that which the individual believes to be within
one’s jurisdiction is contrasted to that which is outside one’s grasp [52]. Such a theory may be
applied when understanding the individual’s sovereign rights to alter, change or self-govern in the
interchange with body-modifying technologies. Rotter writes:
The effects of reward or reinforcement on preceding behavior depend in part on whether the person
perceives the reward as contingent on his own behavior or independent of it. Acquisition and
performance differ in situations perceived as determined by skill versus chance. Persons may also
differ in generalized expectancies for internal versus external control of reinforcement [52].

As such, perception—as closely related to human rights—may be argued to affect the
individual willingness to adapt as well as one’s decision to accept technology changes when in
fact the individual may want to outright refuse. For example, there has been little to no public
revolt when it comes to e-commerce—dependent on wireless technologies—replacing former
methods, such as the government’s most recent decision to phase out cheques. Could this be that
individuals believe this mandate to be out of their control? Likewise, illustratively speaking, it is
quite possible that lack of public participation in political issues, such as the subject of ‘going
cashless’ is directly connected with the belief that change on this level is outside of the individual’s
locus of control. This is in addition to Rotter’s view on how the individual may weighs rewards
with acting in a more socially responsible way—often being lesser than the present gratification
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[52] one receives, for example, from the convenience of online shopping and transacting from
home with what appears as limitless online banking options. How does uncritical adoption tie
into being socially responsible in relation to our interconnectedness with the other? Certainly,
when it comes to economically marginalized sectors not everyone has a permanent civic address
or bank account let along an electronic-transacting device. Although this is a significant concern,
the way in which e-commerce links with this thesis is due to human microchips having transacting
capabilities.
While chapter three through five—as summarized below, largely focuses on that which is
intrinsically connected with the individual’s direct control over one’s own body, the way in which
the wireless debate is extrinsically linked is also discussed. Ann Light relates health concerns due
to “how digital technology turns us inside out”, with a focus on psychological implications due to
tech’s constancy [6]. Although this is argued to be an indirect body intrusion, (which is different
from piercings, punctures, or skin lacerations), nevertheless, should science validate the claim that
such wireless technologies are indeed negatively impacting human health, the debate becomes
inescapable in discussions surrounding human rights to self-legislate technological use—inside as
well as outside of the workplace or organizational confine.

2.1.1. MORAL AUTONOMY: THE INDIVIDUAL’S RIGHTS OF SELF-GOVERNANCE
Technological devices that aid in body alterations, modifications and human augmentation
through subcutaneous practices are deemed as being within the individual’s direct locus and right
to self-legislate, such as when it comes to mounting issues of ‘body-integrity’[9] at least, in-somuch that the individual is not engaging in needless bodily harm. While free-adopters are explored
in the following chapters as social actions going largely unchecked, it necessitates to offer an
illustration of just how rights of body-ownership are not always so unrestricted. One illustration
may be found in top-down interpretation of body-modifying practices. Although, free-adopters’
purpose in engaging is suggested to reinforce the rights of body-ownership as belonging to the
individual, as well as-a-means to strengthen the collective voice of solidary and group affiliation
that pushes the parameters of cultural norms, various Sociologists’ of the body are concerned with
the inverse happening. The question is posed, whether, through the act of “othering”, a loose
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classification of sub-groups and techno-subcutaneous practices of free-adopters may create an
overgeneralization resulting in a top-down evaluation of such behavior(s) [80].
A similar example in how human perception of body-ownership does not always equate
actuality is in relation to practices within organizational confines, including—but not limited to
the army. For example, as divulged by researcher Jai Galliott, when a soldier enters the army the
individual doesn’t automatically share the assumption that they are forfeiting all rights over one’s
body, such as relevant to one’s moral autonomy [81]. Within National Defence there is a clear
distinction between soldier’s acts of altruism and acts of utilitarianism [82], such as, a soldier
willingly allowing oneself to be placed in the line-of-fire (i.e. as a means of protecting one’s
country or a fellow-Conrad) versus the latter—where the value of one soldier is less than the value
of the collective army. A soldier’s life is not a mere means to an end, something to be used and
then discarded—this is the doctrine of utilitarianism, a doctrine that determines human worth based
on the greatest benefit for the highest number of persons, argued to outweigh the value of the lesser
number or the good of the one [83]. Clearly, various forms of patriotism, such as subjecting oneself
to potential harm while in the line-of-duty does not diminish right of body-integrity nor does it
imply a lesser degree of body-ownership [43] or moral autonomy [5]. Moral autonomy is not
forfeited in the face of war—a threat that externally exists but certainly moral autonomy is at risk
in the face of soldier augmentation—internally implemented by an organizational regime in which
the soldier seeks to defend. A willingness to lay down one life if so required is vastly different
than removing a soldier’s right to refuse body-augmentations. While some restrictions may justly
be argued to apply, such as vaccination practices due to the safety of the collective, whereas within
the military vaccination policy is currently being considered under the same jurisdiction as other
types of soldier augmentation [43] it becomes clear that there should not be an overgeneralized
assumption when it comes to the soldier’s rights.
Another illustration popular literature has publicized is the brain chip. There are various
press releases that argue pilot-studies are underway [84]. USA’s DARPA, has recently invested
70M in research for embedding bio-chips (neuro-prostheses) into the brain designed to send out
electric shocks to combat PTSD. This is being argued to elevate depression and psychological
trauma associated with this disease as well as memory loss [32-34, 84]. While the hope is that
these funded innovations are a pure act of altruism being a humanitarian endeavor, neuro-scientists
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and researchers alike have mounting concerns of the high tech’s utility—arguing that this same
technology has repressive capabilities, such as being used for various forms of mind-control [19,
53]. This leads in to questions pertaining to the safety of research subjects, in-particular when it
comes to the ‘Informed Consent’ process. While this researcher is not privy to this information,
regardless of policy on research subjects, pertaining to what the ‘Informed Consent’ process may
look like, it has been suggested that fielding practices do not always equate what’s written, such
as in work place policy. As such, regulations are put in place but are not always followed out
accordingly.
While the following illustration is based on a USA case-study it is offered as a point of
reference of potential risks, and yet in no way insinuates that all National Defence Institutions have
instances in which overriding work-place policy is a given. It is understood that the army functions
as a collective whole and as such a position of discipline and maintaining collective standards is
accepted over and above considerations for the moral autonomy of each soldier. According to
relevant case-studies it is argued, “warfighters are not accorded the same degree of voluntary
choice as civilians.” While a civilian’s refusal may result in harm to oneself, a soldier’s refusal is
looked upon more as decimating a fighting force. It is here that refusal is reduced to notions of
self-interest over value being placed on the collective value—a distinction that is argued in
“Enhanced Warfighters: Risk, Ethics, and Policy”. Other considerations are given, such as the
outcome refusing immunization may have on the soldier’s family, community as well as one’s
own well-being [43]. Lin (et. Al) writes:
“[Michael Gross, 2006] is correct in that the welfare of the individual warfighter is neither the
only nor indeed the paramount consideration in the military, [when] in many cases
investigational drugs [i.e. a vaccination that is new or untried], are, in fact, sufficiently risky
to convince any self-interested person to refuse treatment. Yet this decision, however rational
and well informed […] may easily harm collective endeavor. This is the essence of any
collective-action problem that plagues institutions like the military and a difficulty that only
coercion can generally overcome” [43] p. 49.
A case study of forced coercion was found in a 1991 autobiographical novel, in which a US Marine
describes his experience. Anthony Swofford writes:
We listen to an officer from division NBC [Nuclear, Biological, Chemical] tell us again that the PB,
pyridostigmine bromide, pills aren’t harmful, that they will help us…’ The staff sergeant informs the
platoon that, ‘We will have three formations per day and at each of these formations you will take one
of these […] pills. Don’t f’ing ask me what it is. I’m taking it too. Do you want to f’ing live, or do
you want to f’ing die? Swofford adds, “Later I will read that PB has been approved under the condition
of full disclosure… and the individual service member will choose whether he or she want to take the
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pills. This is, of course, not the way it works in the military.’” Russo adds that “although standard US
military informed consent policy has recently been clarified, the reality in a field environment is that
well-intentioned policies often may not be enforced effectively [Russo 2007] [43], p. 49.

While this case-study, in its application, is that of a non-invasive medical enhancer, it may
have just as easily transpired through a vaccination (i.e. involuntary inoculation) or for that matter
any form of Human Engineering practice.
The above noted scenario, based on an actual autobiographical account, bears witness to the
reality of actual practices within the field environment—and in this instance, illustrates a loss of
individual rights to self-legislate resulting in diminished moral autonomy. And so while those
outside of organizational confines, such as free adopters, may be deemed as having a field-day in
pushing the parameters to the utmost extreme, (i.e. such as that which is transpiring within the
sadomasochism and/or non-mainstream body-modifying scene [25]), these uncensored freedoms
are in stark contrast, for example, “to the soldier who enters into a work-agreement often believing
they will receive a higher level of moral freedom than what actually transpires in practice”
(paraphrased) [45]. It is here it becomes necessary to not only look at what informed consent
should look like from let’s say, a patient’s perspective versus the Medical Research Council of
Canada [75], but also what it should entail from the soldier’s perspective versus what the military
has written into the work contract and/or the various Army Regulations that relate [16].
One 2017 case that may considered as involving aspects of soft-coercion in the workplace is
when Wisconsin workers received work-place incentives to ‘Get Chipped’. Three Square Market
in River Falls, Wisconsin—a 32M dollar company that manufactures and promotes RFID reader
technology recently paid all costs to have over forty of their eighty-five employees chipped—
throwing a ‘get chipped’ party complete with T-shirts for willing participants [20, 85]:
"Eventually, this technology will become standardized allowing you to use this as your passport,
public transit, all purchasing opportunities, etc." 32M CEO Todd Westby said in a statement. The
US$300 chip is installed beneath the skin between the thumb and forefinger, according to BBC
News. To access technology or pay for purchases, the chip-wearer just needs to wave their hand
close to a chip reader, in much the same way that microchip credit cards work. Out of a total of 85
employees, 32M expects about 50 to be microchipped when installation begins on August 1, the
company told BBC News. The procedure is not mandatory. The company has largely dismissed
concerns about privacy, saying that the chips can't be used to track people. "There's no GPS tracking
at all," Westby told local news. As the chip is "passive" technology that just contains data, it can't
be hacked, he asserted on CNBC. The company has partnered with "body hacker" Jowan Osterlund,
the CEO of Swedish firm Biohax, which is developing the chip technology. Biohax has been
implanting microchips into employees at various companies operating at Swedish startup hub
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Epicenter for several years. […]. For 32M, the goal is to get in on the ground floor of what it sees
as a rapidly expanding new industry. "The international marketplace is wide open and we believe
that the future trajectory of total market share is going to be driven by who captures this arena first,"
company COO Patrick McMullan said in the statement [85].

One worker from 32M, whom didn’t necessarily oppose receiving the chip, was documented
as wanting more information substantiating its safety. As such it may be argued that she refused
chipping due to critical thought:
Marketing executive Katie Langer declined the offer, citing health concerns related to putting a
foreign object into her hand. [not ruling it out in the future, upon future studies]. But Dr Noelle
Chesley, an associate professor of sociology at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, said she
thinks implanting microchips into employees - and all people - is the wave of the future[85].

In direct response to Langer’s request for additional information the following finding
information is provided offering empirical data in which rats were microchipped as test-subjects—
designed to study potential unknowns:
Tumors surrounding implanted microchip animal identification devices were noted in two separate
chronic toxicity/oncogenicity studies using F344 rats. The tumors occurred at a low incidence rate
(approximately 1 percent), but did result in the early sacrifice of most affected animals, due to tumor
size and occasional metastases. No sex-related trends were noted. All tumors occurred during the
second year of the studies, were located in the subcutaneous dorsal thoracic area (the site of microchip
implantation) and contained embedded microchip devices. All were mesenchymal in origin and
consisted of the following types, listed in order of frequency: malignant schwannoma, fibrosarcoma,
anaplastic sarcoma, and histiocytic sarcoma. The following diagnostic techniques were employed:
light microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and immunohistochemistry. The mechanism of
carcinogenicity appeared to be that of foreign-body induced tumorigenesis [86] .

There are additional social implications with the Wisconsin case, such as issues of privacy
being reduced to a human tracking capacity and information breech—void of a ‘physiopsychological privacy’ [60] analysis. For example, whereas the RFID has no GPS tracking
capability it is deemed as having no threat to privacy. However, no link is being made to how
privacy relates to bodily-integrity, and the fact that administering the device requires an invasive
procedure—that breaks the skin. Likewise, its relevance is being over-looked, whereas chipping
was not directly deemed mandatory. Officials argue that the data contained on the microchip is
encrypted data and whereas the RFID is passive there is no way private information can be hacked
[85].
When addressing issues of ‘Informed Consent’, other factors come in to play such as ‘Duty
of Care’. As such, limitations on self-governance over one’s own body is suggested as necessary,
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in order to separate irrational behavior resulting from various psychotic disorders such as ‘cutting’
[87] or behaviors that may be seen as a ‘cry for help’, from practices where the end-goal is not
self-harm. This suggests a type of interconnectedness and responsibility to the other—where
‘Duty of Care’ [75] is a type of due diligence by the medical field as well as the whole community.
Chapters two through five focuses primarily on the individual’s direct locus of control and
offers various case examples designed to engage in this discussion. Whereas there is not one
specific chapter that addresses the individual’s external locus of control as it relates to the unsettled
wireless debate it suggests that a higher level of responsibility be placed on the government to
ensure its sustainability and safety to the public [6, 37-41, 63, 64, 88-91]. This debate remains
extrinsic in-so-much that wireless mechanisms are not amalgamated with humanity.

2.1.2. WIRELESS TECH GOING SUB-DERMAL
There are various concerns with a grand-scale marketing of wireless tech going subdermal.
Such findings add mounting concerns with e-commerce potential to go subdermal (i.e. skinembedded RFID e-transacting devices) [36]. Herbert argues that sub-dermal RFID is replacing
the need for cash payment, credit-card, or debit card usage and is being implemented at a voluntary
level in exchange for paying in cash or with a banking card. He writes, “RFID implants are also
being marketed for voluntary use by tavern patrons to avoid having to pay with cash or credit cards
and for computer users who cannot remember their passwords [88], p. 436.
Although, there are individual case studies which exemplify bodily integration with
computers such as for the purpose of transacting, [36] and may be sub-categorized under freeadopters, whereby contained within a defined market, such adoption practices should not be
ignored as it is representational of what could transpire on a much larger scale, with potential for
going global. Understanding that as various wireless tech becomes more minute and Nano it has
greater potential to go subdermal [36] opens discussions surrounding e-commerce, and RFID
transacting. In one research article it was projected that half of Brits population were ready to
adopt a cashless society, where cash would be displaced by new wireless technologies [92]. With
such devices being marketed for full e-commerce functionality, such as with the mere wave of the
hand [92, 93].
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As such, this researcher will suggest that fundamental human freedoms may only be safeguarded when former infrastructures, such as a physical money-currency remains intact—
providing a viable alternative other than a full wireless dependency.

An act that is the

responsibility of the government as representatives of its people—not the banks or those whom
possess the strongest economic interest. To do otherwise is argued as softly-coercing civility in
one direction inadvertently limiting human choice as being a mere by-product of what the industry
dictates—resulting in value being placed on the industry while devaluing the end user/refuser
below the economic system. These salient aspects on wireless tech’s potential to go subdermal,
brings us to a central discussion concerning the need for alternatives. With the industries’
propensity to move along with the ever-evolving techno-curve, including going paperless, former
infrastructures—such as dependent on wire mechanisms, will eventually erode. From a social
science forecast this creates a very real threat that those whom resist the newest engineered designs
along with its marketable-soft-sell may be viewed as radical—not willing to keep pace, old-school,
or deemed as possessing some type of electro-bio-phobia—having potential to surface under an
array of various mental health diagnosis whereby subject to top-down diagnostic measures with
the ever-looming threat of being reinforced through state control [6].
This leads into later recommendations designed for the government, such as to ensure
alternatives remain, (i.e. keep cash in the market-place so that the consumer may continue to
function in commerce in a way that does not necessitate wireless adoption). Reducing commerce
to a wireless technology will not only further heighten marginalization of the refuser, but the loss
of viable alternatives will have additional residual effects. As such, notions such as an imbalance
among the stakeholders is discussed in subsequent chapters. Likewise, it becomes a human rights
concern, such as for those who wish to remain more egalitarian in life-style, as a lack of consumer
alternatives may restrict societies and sub-cultures from viable means to function—whereby
enforcing techno mechanism that may be contrary to various sub-cultures’ collective moral
conscience.
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2.1.3. Contextualizing Chapters Three through Five
The following provides a summary of chapter three through five and contextualizes the
various discussions surrounding body-modifying practices. In addition, it presents various gaps
found in current policy. As such it raises various concerns on subdermal practices from a bioethics
perspective, such as rights of refusal, limitations on self-harm, as well as limitations to top-down
implementation such as may transpire through various forms of soft-coercion within any said
organizational confine, (i.e. including all workplaces, hospitals, correctional facilities, as well as
National Defence). Concerns that all have its own set of legal and social ramifications. Additional
ethical concerns are addressed such as the loss of wire-tech alternatives and how this is potentially
leading to a loss of freedom of choice while further marginalizing specific sects and/or subcultures
such as, egalitarian societies [5].
i.

Chapter Three

The most salient aspects of chapter three, “The Social Phenomenon of Body-Modifying
[…]” are as follows: Firstly, this chapter provides an analysis of various physically-altering
practices engaged in through the aid of technology. Beginning with a brief reflection of early
civilization practices to where civility is today, it defines an inward turning to the remaking of the
human identity through the aid of technology as a post-modern marker—a clear cultural identifier
of a historical period that follows after late modernity [25]. Although the phenomenon of body
modifying has been around since our early ancestors, it is defined as a marker of post-modernity due to the
two things. Firstly, due to the way in which technology is being used to amalgamate with humanity over
and above the need for restorative health purposes, and secondly, due to its propensity. In other words, the
phenomenon is not so much found in the body-modifying practice—being both a past and present practice,
but rather in the increased, uncritical rate of adoption and societal openness to a turning inward to mark and
remake the human body. This claims rests on additional premises as listed in Chapter 3, where further
articulation is offered [4].

The question is asked, whether an over classifications of body-modifying practices may
put free-adopters in jeopardy of being subject to “othering”—acting against collective-solidarity
[19], whereby, weakening the rights of participation as well as the individual’s fundamental rights
to self-legislate.

In particular, in instances of radical practices (i.e. such as within the
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sadomasochistic scene, including but not limited to extreme body cutting and/or bodily-mutilation
practices) [15].
Through a loss classification, such practices may be argued as bringing about needless
bodily harm and therefore become subject to penal correction. Additional ways in which freeadopters are subjected to “othering” [15] may be considered, such as when body-modifying
practices are subject to work-place constraints, such as being refused a job due to visible tattoos—
with the greatest opponent coming by way of organizational bylaws, policy and work-place
regulations [16].
From a bio-ethicist stance, the question is asked, “what is ‘proper’ informed consent” and
“whose responsibility is it?” It is here that this research takes a distinct position, suggesting that
body-modifying should not be a ‘free-for-all’, rather suggesting that remaking one’s identity, for
example, due to aesthetic preference is not one-in-the-same as intentionally inflicting pain that
brings about willful harming.

Whether it is possible to decipher between intention and

consequence, between motive and the end-result, without engaging in “othering” [21] remains the
question at hand. This researcher takes the position that the final analysis should not reside with
an either/or dichotomy, as both intent and consequence must be evaluated while understanding
that one’s intent is often subjective—void of objectifiable tangibles that may be quantifiably
measured.
This chapter shifts from evaluating popularized forms of body-modifying to newer and
arguably more complex forms, such as skin-embedded microchipping, examined within and
outside of organizational practices [20]. A socio-forecast is offered, evaluating the way in human
augmentation systems may one-day be seen, not only to secure personal identity, but also a way
to reduce crime (i.e. theft-identity, child-kidnapping, money-laundering, and such)—suggesting
that those who represent the social implications side of the debate may soon be seen as trivialseekers. This places the emphases on the here-and-now, arguing that studies that present the social,
legal and ethical implications for adoption is time-sensitive and should in no wise be ignored [36].
This may include studies concerning both the external aspects—outside of one’s direct locus as
well as that which may be deemed as within the direct rights of the individual [65].
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Chapter three implores a dualist approach beginning with a societal slant to combining it
with a socio-economic view. As such it moves away from an analyses of the social participant to
looking at economic influences; it suggests that the innovation’s steep-curve is a direct result of
the need to maximize profits—creating constant disruption, where one technology replaces the
other, until former, less-intrusive mechanisms often become obsolete or are deemed barbaric [93].
The pressure placed on the government to support such change in order to appease stakeholders in
efforts to sustain industries, generate sales and balance the economy is presented as a very real
challenge [94]. Hence, with the ever eroding systems being an end-less reality, a hypothetical
scenario is created, asking what would happen to the individual’s moral autonomy if, for example,
plastic bankcards containing microchips and other transactional or identification systems were
replaced with the newest innovation where microchipping humans became the default way of
engaging in community, functioning in commerce (i.e. a full e-commerce dependency with no cash
remaining) [95-97] or moving towards commercialization [98] without any viable alternative
remaining?
It is discussed how that a lack of alternatives, (i.e. due to former systems becoming
obsolete) then places undue pressures on the consumer within the market-place. This is offered
through a marketing critique—suggesting that an ever-evolving more socially-acceptable language
is repeatedly endorsing the amalgamation of human and machine and is being endorsed through a
soft-sell, such as through various promotional strategies including but not limited to Sci-fi
cinema—accelerated by endless advertisements steering civility in the direction to go completely
wireless, even cyborg. After discussing what may be seen as the pro side of the debate, (such as
the way it may be argued to reduce crime) this research suggests that individuals who oppose such
an amalgamation may one-day be written-off as inadvertently supporting corrupt behaviors,
opposed to change, or possessing some type of ‘electrosensitivity’9 [39]. In other words, not only
are free-adopters at risk of being ‘othered’ but those who oppose or question the industries steep
innovation-curve may also be subject.
When it comes to extreme practices, this chapter concludes by asking whether postmodernists would maintain the same openness to a ‘remaking of human identity’10 if this decision
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was taken out of the hands of the people and/or individual and became subject to top-down
measures. As such, would the same propensity toward wireless adoption be happening if the
consumer and/or end user/refuser recognized that the “bandwagon effect” may inadvertently
reinforce an imbalance of powers? This suggests that there is no conscious despotic order but
rather is transpiring as a blind snare, where short-range trajectories and industry needs are placing
emphasis on meeting the demand of generating the dollar rather than ensuring the long-term
sustainability of evolving technologies. Whereby once former infrastructures erode it inevitably
paves the way for choice to rest with the producing class—displacing the individual’s right of selfdetermination due to former choices no longer being available to the consumer. Or where former
technologies are no longer affordable leaving the consumer and service providers with no
alternative but to adapt in order to stay relevant—metaphorically referred to as ‘adapt or die’ [92,
99, 100].

ii.

Chapter Four

Chapter four, entitled, “Whose Body is it; the Body as Physical Capital” begins with an
investigation of how consumer demographics are becoming ever-more personalized to where the
individual’s spending habits are being targeted as a type of ‘techno-society’11. It is suggested that
market research strategies are capitalizing on data mining technologies in order to target buying
behaviors—drawing out buying patterns and individual spending algorithms [101]. This research
suggests that this type of subject-centered marketing is fueling the consumerist mentality and
endorsing commoditized behavior. It goes on to suggest that as markets offering material goods
are fully maximized individual spending is shifting from consumable goods to seeking out
additional means to maximize. No longer fulfilled by consumable goods—material gadgets
designed to sit on a shelf—here one day gone the next, post-modernists are turning to the humanbody as the final forum to commercialize. This is referred to as a final forum as once it is altered
it is difficult to revert to an unaltered state—making modifications permanent. While trends and
fades change over time and what is popular today is not always sustainable—regardless the
decision to alter is most often final, once the body has been radically altered (such as through
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scarification practices [15]) there is little hope of the individual returning back to one’s former
unaltered state. It remains a point of interest, for the sociologist as well as libertarians as to just
what is fueling extreme body-modifying at ever-increasing rates of adoption, and even more so
while moving into the 21st century. This turning-inward is explored through a Sociological lens
as a cultural shift—dissolving late-modernity’s more traditional values [80], such as when
individuals strove to maintain the authentic-self.
The “‘self’—being the embodied individual” is investigated as a medium of
communication [102]. As such, it is discussed how that using the body to convey one’s message
largely connotes a desire to be heard. While altering the human body as a means of self-expression,
is not practiced by all, within all of us resides a need to voice one’s opinion, to be heard, to be
listened to, and to be responded to appropriately. No matter how deeply repressed such a need
may be, it is argued that the body was formed in such a manner that it is designed to communicate
and whereby engaging in a dialectical process. A turning inward to one’s body as a means of selfexpression is interpreted in various ways, such as: individual’s desire to speak in the first-person,
to voice one’s message and be heard over the array of endless sounds, noise and mixed propaganda
that is coming at society 24/7. This is just one example; according to free-adopters and various
sociologists who have studied such behavior, altering one’s body, such as body piercing, tattooing,
scarification, chipification, etc., are transpiring due to a multiplicity of reasons [15]. Additional
reasons that will be outlined in the correspondent chapter are follows: a personalized way to
communicate a specific message, group affiliation, primitive rituals, and radical corporal, psychic
and sensorial experiences along with a means of accessing communal rights. Such practices have
been sub-categorized by free-adopter Fakir Musafar [103] as a form of ‘modern primitivism’ [80].
This researcher suggests that such practices (for the most part—with-the-exception of willfully
bringing harm to oneself) is inadvertently being endorsed by the state in-so-much that they have
largely turned a blind-eye. This research states, “people’s rights of commodifying the human body
as a means of exercising freedom of speech, [may] be argued as legal, due to its remaining largely
uncensored by the state” [104].
The human body is deemed as a ‘sign carrier’, with the message being contextualized
through the way in which the individual chooses to adorn and/or modify one’s own body—being
the means of imparting knowledge for others to gain insight [102]. Sociologists’ state this message
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is actually not silent [54], but because words can be offered to describe the action, the talking-body
[54] may be objectively understood, especially when investigated corporally with shared
commonalities grounding in each subjective experience [105]. The looming question is, why such
a growing trend in turning ‘inward’, which then causes the researcher to analyze practices within
society that may be identified as inadvertently spurring such a movement. Thus, such questions
are being asked as the following: Is this post-modern-era faced with a greater loss of public
engagement, creating an inability to articulate or convey a message free from constraints?
Certainly, social media may be deemed as an avenue to express oneself—being an extension of
the self, however, it is not free of constraints and in this sense, does not safe-guard freedom of
expression. Likewise, are individuals turning inward due to any form of soft-coercion, a malaise—
if you will, resulting from the message presented through cinema, advertising and the media?
George Grant argues that those in power, [such as that have an invested interest] control the
message in the media? [24, 42].
It may be argued that additional qualitative studies offering the perspective of the
participant/refuser would provide valuable insight in the collective-making process.

Another

relevant question, pertaining to the individual’s external locus of control [52] is whether referenda
has been administered to gather the public’s stance on whether they approve the government of
Canada’s decision to phase-out cheques? Although this may be argued to be outside of the
individual’s direct locus of control, whereas, it involves an unresolved ecological debate on
whether wireless tech and its supporting infrastructure are in-fact sustainable, it certainly illustrates
a matter of our joint commons [106].

The degree this movement may act to heighten

marginalization is relevant (i.e. of those who are already impoverished and as such unable to obtain
a bank account, is just one social implication that should be given due attention as not everyone
has a bank account nor can obtain one).
Whereas this fall outside of the individual’s direct locus, how does it relate? Are such
forms of marginalization then turning civility to one’s own-body as the last forum they may
lacerate, carve or manipulate without penal repercussions? Whether transpiring consciously or
unconsciously it is still a relevant inquiry. Such questions provide a segue to the next chapter
which looks at the human body and levels of despondency created from the constant
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micromanaging of human action, such as through petty regulations. Imprisoning man-made
systems is then explored through the ‘penal metaphor’ [77].
iii.

Chapter Five

Chapter five, “Sociology of the docile body […]” begins with a contrast of biomedical
devices, such as, monitoring brain (DBS) [88], vague nerve stimulation (VNS) [107] designed to
treat biological functions for restorative health purposes and is contrasted to non-medical
apparatuses that may be either injected or worn externally such as for transacting in commerce
[99] as well as the VeriChip™ used for high-risk patients [88]. It looks at various social
implications—evoking a need for legislation to evolve with the rapid technological pace [73, 74].
This chapter then provides a material view of bio-devices, of its current capabilities as well
as limitations, such as distance in monitoring range, whereby limiting GPS capabilities for tracking
humans [88]. It offers an explanation as to how such limitations does not eradicate the threat of
such devices being used for tracking—contrasting a global centralization of identifying to a
decentralization of body-locating via short-range monitors, such as with localized stationed
interrogators (i.e. RFID readers) [88]. This material view is used as a means to clearly distinguish
between bio-medical technologies, designed for the sole purpose of improving human health with
no benefit extending beyond the aid of the patient [31] versus that which may be implemented as
a mechanism of control [6-8], or has potential to redefine innate human properties.
This research examines not only the way the industry is marketing bio-devices, but also
the way in which biohacking communities are increasingly commercialising their prototypes [108]
often displaying a higher level of ease and efficiency than what may actually exists. Regardless
these pushed parameters are explored as establishing new boundaries, creating a new reality for
tomorrow’s consumer [6, 71, 74, 109-111]. While the primary focus of chapter three is on freeadopters, central to chapter four are discussions on bio-medical technologies used within the West
with a primary focus on restorative health [112]. This chapter explores how such devices may be
used other than for its original intended purposes, such as a mechanism of control (i.e. with threats
of a breech in data-protection legislation) [113].
Most central to disambiguating subdermal tech’s utility is understanding its purpose is
subservient to other ethical or social justice concerns, as the plumb line rests, not in the trichotomy
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of the technology’s use, but within the individual’s moral freedom to accept or refuse. Therefore,
the plumb line remains, not with the device’s distinct utility—such as its ability to remake
humanity, but rather with freedom of moral autonomy remaining in place [5]. This certainly does
not surpass the need for a material view of subdermal tech’s utility otherwise there would exist an
impasse, and so this chapter has been largely dedicated to investigating subdermal tech limitations.
In doing so, it explores both passive and active RFID’s as well as other monitoring devices [88].
In addition it offers case-studies that substantiate such technologies are currently being implored,
engineered, and marketed [32, 88, 109, 111] with forecasts of human augmentation practices
becoming more and more common place [26].
Chapter five than shifts to a focus on bio-tech’s constancy and its potential to enslave—
with the looming concern that such technologies be used as a mechanism of control [6, 74, 111].
Once again, the term ‘bio-tech’ is used interchangeably with the term ‘subdermal tech’, as various
academics and writers alike are currently using the word interchangeable [19], deviating slightly
from its original medical definition. It goes on to explore the possibility of enforced adoption due
to institutional or organizational control, that if invoked could potentially restrict or marginalize
the end-user/refuser.
The way in which subdermal technologies may be used as a form of penal measures is
presented—contrasting the dangers of synoptic centralization versus the negative impact in which
a technological constancy could have on to the human psyche [6]. Kept in the forefront of this
discussion is the mandatory need for end-refuser to possess the right of alternatives. While
exploring enforced microchipping (such as within correctional facilities or the prison system) [72]
and its potential to negatively impact health, this chapter defends the rights to ‘opt-out’ and
suggests that such choice be reinforced through appropriate measures—void of additional
suffering and penal repercussions.
Additional consideration is given as to how that the constancy of skin-embedded tech has
potential to enslave—making Bentham’s Panopticon a post-modern reality [6, 8]. This paper shifts
from an objective impingement to investigating personal harm to the individual personhood—
where the constant gaze of the community shifts from the public’s all-seeing eye, to that which is
now internalized [6]. This research suggests that over and above the practice of self-policing [78]
the individual is further debilitated by the unknowns. Rather than institutions embracing
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rehabilitation practices consideration for such adoption could impair rather than aid in the recovery
process. It is discussed how that skin-embedded—post-modern ‘apparatuses of control’ [8] could
appear as the ‘beast within’, with the user unaware of the technologies limitation, has potential to
heighten psychological fears. Whereby unable to be separated from the apparatus itself, it would
make it unlikely to disable the interrogator’s and technology’s constancy within the mind of the
end-user [6]—forcing the gaze from without to within [6].

2.2. RESEARCH MANDATE: OBJECTIVES
This research thesis acts to strengthen human rights of the individual, societies, and subcultures, including those whom wish to remain more egalitarian. This is done through an
examination of the internal locus and what is external from the individual [52, 65]—differentiating
between the right of the individual and the responsibility of the government. As such, this research
is not a tool for market analysis (i.e., in other words its main mandate is not to inform the market,
innovators, organizational adopters or multi-nationals but rather acts as a voice for the public to be
considered within policy discussions). As such the various objectives may be contextualized under
the following three mandates: (i) to offer an Interdisciplinary collection of research, (ii) where
research findings are gathered that disclose gaps in policy (iii) in support of subsequent
recommendations designed to inform the government in relations to policy on this specific human
rights issue.

2.2.1. Interdisciplinary Collection of Research
One main enterprise of this thesis is to collaborate with Interdisciplinary Researchers. As
such, the various disciplines brought together in this discussion paper are multi-faceted, ranging
from academic journal articles, conference papers, texts, books, Legislation, policy, as well as
media, on the various subject areas surrounding.
This collection of research is designed to aid in defense of individual’s subject to bodymodifying practices—to strengthen rights of the participant and/or refuser. As such it includes the
perspective of the social participant—the free adopter, while discussion ways to safe-guard those
who refuse to evolve technologically. Looking at both the adopter and refuser as relevant
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stakeholders—being the end-consumer/refuser, whether such is within or outside of organizational
confines including the work-place. These rights are differentiated on two levels, with the internal
locus of control—concerned with direct body intrusions in the interchange with technology as well
as the external locus of the individual [52, 65]—involving the safety of wireless technologies and
its supporting infrastructures (i.e. EMF’s and EMR’s) [37] being a matter of the people’s
government.

2.2.2. Recommendations
Along with past researchers’ efforts, the most fundamental recommendation is that the
government take action in-order-to ensure basic human rights are protected. It is understood that
in doing so, the inverse is also safe-guarded—pertaining to the individual’s rights to accept bodymodifying technologies, at least to the extent that it excludes self-harm practices. In this aspect,
this research is non-partisan—protecting conservative values, while understanding that its
fundamental argument may be universally applied, and as such, inadvertently defends individual
practices deemed more libertarian.
In Chapter six research findings derived to establish the primary recommendation that the
government balance wireless and subdermal tech progression while ensuring individual and
collective rights are protected. This pertains both to individual moral autonomy in the interchange
with invasive body-modifying technologies, as well as that which may be deemed external—
altering human physiology through environmental factors, such as with the ongoing wireless
debate [39, 63, 64] in the way in which its constancy may be argued to negatively impact the
human psyche [6-8].

2.3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: THE SOCIAL CONTRACT THEORY

AND THE

INTERPRETIVE APPROACH
Although this research draws from various schools of thought, it may be considered highly
interpretative. In this sense, it is based upon a theory or common assumption and from there leans
towards interpretative philosophy—encompassing the subject of body-modifying in the
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interchange with technology and individual rights to self-govern within and outside of
organizational confines as it may be understood within a political regime that values universally
shared principals. As such, this research is based upon a principal found within Jean-Jacques
Rousseau’s work, that humanity is ‘born free’ [114]. This notion of ‘born free’ has a built-in
premise that with such freedoms comes a measure of limitations in individual responsibility both
to oneself as well as to the collective-as-a-whole. Likewise, this researcher moves away from
Rousseau’s common assumption that, “man is essentially born good” [114], arguing that such a
claim is neither Deontologically grounded [12] neither rests on principals founded throughout
Virtue Ethics [24, 115]. There is no immediate relevance to differentiate this position within this
present body of research. Freedoms are adopted as they apply to that which is being exercised by
rational individuals in relation to the other within a political regime where certain rights are
willingly forfeited in exchange for security and protection by the state, and in this sense this thesis
leans towards a Social Contract approach.
Having said that, it necessitates to add, that this also recommends limitations of the political
order as well limitations of the individual—namely when dealing with issues such as body
ownership and the right to move towards the good versus the right of the state to intercept an
individual who is engaging in destructive self-harm practices. This theory is used to differentiate
where the state’s right and individual rights collide. It is also used to help qualify the universally
applicable principals, concerning body-ownership that are offered throughout this thesis.
The case studies have been derived from secondary literature and have been selected due to
their comparative nature. As such they are contrasted and interpreted through a present-day
analysis—arguing that there are certain universals on rights of body-ownership that are central and
reoccurring to specific social situations. This current-day perspective is described as follows
[116]:
Knowledge claims in multiple perspectives such as […] class and group affiliations; Negative
conditions revealed in presence of hierarchies, power, control, by individuals in the hierarchy and
multiple meanings of language; different discourses; marginalized people that are important; Metanarratives or universals hold true of the social conditions.

This research seeks out universals applicable to current social conditions, reflecting the
relevance of social action within highly ideologically-shaped Westernized cultures (including but
not limited to Canada). This interpretative work is deconstructed through various discourse
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surrounding the practice of body-modifying in the interchange with technology. This has been
done to uncover meaning behind human action—the human body being interpreted as one of the
final forums in which the individual is able to freely communicate. Borrowing from previous
sociologists’ [117], this researcher investigates human action and the turning inward to the human
body as a forum made readily accessible [15]—most often free of restrictions for the individual to
propagate one’s message of desire [15].
The free-will participant is then contrasted to the individual whose freedom of expression is
regulated due to organizational constraints (i.e. restrictions within the work-place such as the
military) [16, 26, 43]. While aspects of this research take a more pragmatic stance, (such as
investigating bio-tech adoption due to medical necessity), other sub-sections deconstruct literature
in order to learn about body modifying and/or ‘Human Augmentation’ 12 practices and the way it
may be viewed—not only as a means of the individual communicating one’s message [27] but also
as an apparatus for penal control [6]. Again, this is offered to contrast the rights of the individual
(as found within and without one’s collective identity) to that of the state while interpreting social
action as possessing meaning.
Along with others, such as George Grant, this researcher suggests that changes to the
individual’s physiology, through the aid of technology surpasses lesser freedoms (i.e. such as a
loss of spatial freedom). The physical body, pertaining to body-modifications concerns itself with
one’s moral autonomy, what philosophers consider as the highest good [5]. Borrowing from Kant,
Grant goes on to write that “The good [or positive] will is the only good without restriction” [5].
As such is a matter of one’s ‘individual sovereignty’13 to self-legislate; this does not endorse a loss
of governmental legislation—arguing limitations such as self-harm should rightfully be subject to
corrective action as such behaviors are not rationally grounded nor a by-product of the individual’s
good will. A will that when left unmolested will move towards the good [115].
In other words, this stance supports a Social Contract theory—where specific types of
freedoms are exchanged for protection by the state. Nevertheless, such laws are evoked to guard
against irrationality (i.e. public massacres and human genocide) and not to be overly imposed in-

12
13

See Appendix 1
See Appendix 1
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order-to not restrict the freedom of a just society and its own ability (both individual and collective)
to move towards the good through the exercise of ones’ will. Kant writes:
What it means to say the good will is the only good without restriction both the traditional doctrine
of the timeless factuality of the moral law; but also the new idea that as makers of our own laws we
are called upon to realise justice progressively in history [5].

This Kantian perspective as adopted throughout this thesis, makes claim that the highest good
is the exercise of autonomous freedoms and is not one-and-the-same as cultural or moral relativism
that gravitates towards private interpretations of laws and morality. The good is determined by the
free-willing of individuals however is not privatized, for to be considered the good of the one must
also be good for the collective.
It may be argued that we live in a world where utilitarianism is ruling and the value of the
one is deemed subservient to the worth of the collective. And yet the value of the one is as great
as the worth of the many, for without the individuals that make up the masses we would have no
collectively. It is this understanding that allows us not to oscillate between the either/or dichotomy
of individuality versus collectively rather support our interconnectedness.
Although the Social Contract roots are highly Kantian, the term was first coined by JeanJacques Rousseau; its central tenet is the consent of all—as willed by the people [114]. As such,
George Grant disputes certain aspects of Kant’s views. The way in which Grant disputes this
theory is when he applies Kant’s doctrine of bioethics to actual legislation. For example, when
looking at legislations formed around euthanasia within the USA—he perceives its fallibility. In
this he argues that the state’s decision—in reference to the USA, leans towards protecting
individual rights versus upholding a universally shared moral [28]. Hence, it is quite perceivable
that the discrepancy is found within modern-day interpretation of the law that is then reflected in
legislation and Bills that are passed by the house. This claim is likewise comparable with the most
recent Canadian Legislation on ‘Doctor Assisted Dying’—Bill c14 [10]. Hence, the discrepancy
would rest not in the origin of the widely accepted Social Contract theory—rationally believed as
the doctrine that would end utilitarianism [8, 83] and once and for all bring an end to war [12,
114]. As Kant is clear in his doctrine that without a shared universality there is no basis for a
moral good [14], (nor a need to establish legislation) and so the contention may in fact be found in
a misinterpretation of the law rather than Kant’s discourse.
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Clearly, Kant held the view that rational individuals understood the dichotomy of upholding
one’s innate right of freedom while balancing a duty to engage in civil activities as so governed
by the state and that this was the only sure way to ensure such freedoms were preserved [13] such
as for future posterity.
Further articulation to distinguish these tensions would require a hermeneutical
interpretation, delving into the value assigned to each word as originally constructed in its language
of origin. As the researcher of this thesis let it rest that the incommensurability is found in an
improper interpretation such as endorsed through present legislation [10].
Regardless of this tension, as a Canadian academic Grant’s writings are highly prized and as
such are referenced throughout this thesis—especially when making mention of the individual’s
moral autonomy as its very preservation defends Canadians’ identity, while bringing fundamental
questions concerning existence of its current political regime to the forefront. This researcher
argues that without universally applicable principals constituting the foundation of Canadian law
it places a higher burden of proof on the government to justify its position, which then spurs ever
more complex levels of top-down regulation although often contradictory. The greater the
regulations the more restrictive the system, which then impairs, prohibits and demobilizes the
people—resulting in a system that is anything but democratic. A notion that is later presented as
a type of soft-despotism a term coined by Alex de Tocqueville so defined as petty regulations,
hidden rules and restrictions that even the most ingenious cannot find their way past [29]. As such,
it may even be a regulation perceived by the state as necessary, such as having been implemented
to relieve the burden on the economic system.
The need to combat the decisions contained within Bill c-14 rests on an argument founded
within the arena of Pis'-tis phenomena—Pis'-tis is translated from Greek as meaning “faith” in
action and refers to a hope, "trust in the promises of a Divine Creator"—a creative force that
produces miracles, even in the face of what appears hopeless (see James Strong, 1990) [1]. Such
discussions are further articulated in this researcher’s additional area of study and yet needful to
briefly present, when addressing a system whose latest rulings [10] are fully based on medical
science’s verdict—an area that in and of itself may be argued as incomplete—making up the
rational component that is counterbalanced with faith [1].
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Kant addresses the need for categorical imperatives, arguing that such could not rightly rest
on human passions regardless of how they are lived out. Rather he argued that a categorical moral
imperative could only be grounded in a timeless law derived by rational individuals who through
constitutional means form the basses of a universal morality that superseded the passions in which
human beings could wrongly be lead [118].
In the World Commission argument, “Sustainable development has been described […] in
general terms. How are individuals in the real world to be persuaded or made to act in the common
interest? The answer lies partly in education, institutional development, and [in] law enforcement”
[106] p. 46. It is here that little distinction is made between imposed regulations versus humanity’s
ability to accept without imposed mandate, such as through intellectual thought or innate instinct.
This allows the one to exercise the good, free from forced reason imposed dogmatically. Freedom
of choice is exemplified through the following depiction; although it’s using the illustration of
religion as a good reflects a universal moral. Robert George illustratively looks at the nature of
religious as a reflexive good. He writes:
Even though religion is a good, it is a good that can be participated by the subject only if he is to
participate it in a certain manner, namely, sans coercion. This derives from the nature of religion as a
reflexive good, i.e., objects of choice whose value depends on their being freely chosen (Meng, J. C. S.
(undated)).

This perspective, pertaining to the individual’s uncoerced will to do good, contains a
universality grounded principal. If there is no choice or alternative, there is likewise no human
freedom. And then how might one exercise the good, if there’s no alternatives remaining. The
same might apply to this thesis discourse, for how can the individual exercise moral freedom, if
systems become so restrictive that the individual cannot function, progress or live in community
without adoption [29]?
The Social Contract methodology is offered as the “Interpretive frameworks [that may] be
considered [as the] basic set of beliefs that guide […]” [116]. Although the epilogue offers a
feminist perspective [30], this researcher does not embrace this approach rather ends with a brief
critique.
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2.4. CONCLUDING ‘CONTEXT STATEMENT’
With an inward turning to the human body as a means of physical capital and final visible
battleground over rights of body ownership, an investigation of invasive practices, such as various
forms of body modification [71, 109] are being explored from an inverse perspective. Rather than
threats of top-down implementation society are also being investigated as putting pressures on
organizations to alter its present stance and adopt a more open policy, in particular when it comes
to accepting human engineering and/or augmentation practices [26]. For example, academics
within the military, such as Max Michaud-Shields forecast that soldier augmentation will not be
the result of top-down pressures but rather due to societal uncritical adoption inadvertently putting
bottom-up pressure on the military to conform to current trends of a more open post-modern mindset [26].
The mere fact that human identity is being ‘remade’, including through sub-dermal tech, is
being seen as an indicator that post-modernity [4] is in-fact at hand. As such, the laws surrounding
body ownership and Canadian policy regulations are coming to the forefront, including but not
limited to the “Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans”, such as found within the “TriCouncil Policy Statement”[75] . Within a military journal, policies for human augmentation are
now being compared to past and present vaccinations practices, such as is exclusive to the military
[26, 43]. From an academic stance, there is an array of perspectives arguing for both the ‘pro’ and
‘con’ side of the debate—from those who condone organizational control over the soldier to those
who defend the soldier and oppose a top-down approach. Such dichotomies are contrasted in
various journals, such as a volume on the Advances in Human and Social Aspects of Technology
(AHSAT) book series, entitled, “Global Issues an Ethical Considerations in Human Enhancement
Technologies” that explores both human and social implications of creating ‘super soldiers’, such
as through the use of advanced technologies [81].
Whereas, Canadian Military researcher Michaud-Shields is largely concerned with bottomup pressures, this present thesis primary focuses on the social implications of top-down
implications. Although this debate is divided, both sides of the argument are explored—including
the perspective of subcultures, such as Cyborgs [100, 109, 119], DIYers [109, 119], Bio-hackers
[112], Modern Primitives [25, 103] and those that freely choose to adopt body-modifying practices
as a medical benefit [112]. As such, it offers a variety of case-studies—raising concerns of rights
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of refusal (i.e. prisoners within correctional institutes) as well as concerns of human limitations
(i.e. the need to place restrictions on needlessly invoking self-harm). This body of research offers
an interpretive perspective that links actual practices with various social implications surrounding
sub-dermal and wireless tech adoption. This is presented with an aim to ensure rights of moral
autonomy remain paramount during political engagement in the here-and-now.
Should such technologies become endorsed by mandate, then it only stands to reason, (that
before such bio-devices are advanced to being inserted let us say, ‘in our children’, such as in the
form of communal-policing designed to over-come child-abductions), that test subjects will be
sought-out. It has been suggested that prisoners—persons considered to have forfeited their rights
of self-autonomy in exchange for acts of lawless activities—will be early subjects of
experimentation. As such, it is these individuals that stand at risk, in conjunction to soldiers—
deemed as forfeiting measures of moral autonomy having entered into contract to serve one’s
country under the banner of patriotic patronage [35]. This in no wise suggests workers (outside
of National Defence) are exempt, in particular as illustrated with soft-coercion techniques and
incentives disclosed throughout additional case-studies [20, 85].
As the innovative process advances incrementally, it is predicted bio-devices, such as for
identifying, monitoring and transacting, will likewise evolve to match consumers’ needs, be they
societal, economical, or organizational. This ability for the technology to evolve with the
consumer need (as well the industries push to surpass this need in-order-to maximize profits) has
potential to exponentially heighten the adoption rate. The consumer has been predicted as being
"the world of retail, supply chains [logistics], health care, [...], criminal justice, and security" [91]
p. 284.
While consumer demand is important it is not the final end-all, whereas should the industry
decide not to maintain former wire-dependent infrastructures, or should they become obsolete due
to disruptive innovations—the wireless industry will quickly have the greatest decision-making
power, then possessing the capability to redefine or override consumer demand simply by taking
former technologies off the market—whereby prohibiting alternatives that secure proper selection
in consumer choice. This is not referring to menial preference such as a specific brand, style,
broadband speed or colour. This is referring to the erosion of former systems altogether, due to
the disruptive nature of such technologies [120]. Should such wireless innovations continue to go
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unchecked, it is very easy to predict the demise of the physical dollar [92, 93]—leaving the
consumer with no alternative but to go wireless such as where e-commerce replaces cash, cheques
and other paper mechanism. Transacting methods that may only be engineered through wiredependent industries.

These very real potential unknowns are paramount when it comes to

protecting human rights and therefore needing disclosure.
This researcher, along with others, argue that either way, body alterations through the use of
technology and rights of refusal is an issue that concerns itself with the highest good—being one’s
moral freedom [5]. As such rights of refusal must remain intact, whether due to critical thought or
an instinctual knowing—referred to as the ‘gut feeling’ [65]. This reinforces the question, whether
legislation will be sufficient to protect individuals who choose not to keep pace with the latest
subdermal or wireless tech innovation [74], such as with those who choose to remain more
egalitarian in living with de-centralized governing systems, or those who follow the prophetic
utterances of the early church pertaining to future trajectories [11].
While the main relevance of this thesis relates to body-modifying practices requiring
subcutaneous techno procedures, examining its regulations within and outside of organizations
including hospitals [17, 18], correctional facilities [79], the workplace [20, 85] and National
Defence [26, 43, 45], likewise the wireless Bandwagon [40, 63, 64] including Nano devices [121]
with potential to go subdermal are not exempt [6].
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ABSTRACT
The current level of uncritical adoption in body-modifying devices, and the propensity for remaking the
human body through the aid of technology, is moving society closer to a human-machine fusion. We are
at the brink of post-modernity in all its fullness. This paper speculates on the pros and cons of such a
reality and insists on the right of the individual to be able to self-govern his/her own body, maintaining
the right to choose. How individual choice is limited is also discussed as industry innovation cycles get
faster, and the need for continuous disruption means that the consumer is often at the mercy of an ‘adapt
or die’ kind of thinking. What happens when complex technologies, like embedded microchips become
a default way of living and working, transacting and interacting with no alternatives? These are just
some of the questions explored in this qualitative study on body-modifying devices.
Keywords—embedded systems, body-modification, human, implants, technological change, innovation

3.1. INTRODUCING ‘THE SOCIAL PHENOMENON OF BODY-MODIFYING’
Tattooing and piercings date back in civilization to as early as 5000 years ago [122], p. 366.
Ötzi, who was referred to as the ice man was found in 1991. His 5,200 year old frozen body featured
fifty-seven tattoos and scientists suggest the way in which the body was marked was a result of
therapeutic reasons [123]. Although body tattooing is not a new phenomenon, the fixation on the
presentation of the body is rapidly growing in popularity to the degree that it is being situated
historically as a late-modern cultural marker [2]. Social scientists believe we have reached a period
where the individual has lost traditional shared meaning. This in turn is propelling a need for
individuals to rework their personal identity through body modifications. These modifications take
a variety of forms, including tattooing, scarification, piercing, cosmetic work (e.g. orthodontics,
breast implants), and other surgeries. Typically, it is the process whereby an individual oversees the
design of their own body [15], p. 305.
Chris Shilling argues that within the Western culture there is a tendency to view the body as
an ongoing project that is evolving. He writes p. 309 [70]:
In the affluent West there is a tendency for the body to be seen as an entity which is in the process of
becoming; a project which should be worked at and accomplished as part of an individual’s self-identity.

Body alterations are ever evolving into a multiplicity of diverse forms and are employing
greater and greater uses of various technologies. The remaking of one’s human body is rapidly
shaping up to be one of the greatest indicators that has come to a close and post-modernity [80] has
actually arrived. This brand new historical epoch is not merely represented by a remaking of the
body, but a remaking of human identity, whereby redefining what it means to be human.
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3.1.2. Defining Sub-Cultures and Avoiding “Othering”
Regardless of the way in which body-modifying movements are historically situated or
socially contextualized, it is important to avoid participating in what is termed as “othering”.
“Othering” involves the "Projection of racial, cultural, and [other] judgments onto a social group
not of one's own, as a way to define and secure one's own positive identity through the
stigmatization of an 'other'" [15] p. 305. When one can group another categorically within a fixed
paradigmatic frame of reference, it provides the analyzers with a feeling of superiority over the
other. With the ongoing movement concerning body modifications, theorists are concerned that
there will be an over generalization [124] p. 309. For example, should the behavior of those that are
“othered” be deemed as inflicting unnecessary bodily harm, even to oneself, such a generalization
might lead the public to accept a top-down approach of enforcing laws to control such behavior
while inadvertently removing the individual’s rights to self-govern. This does not mean that we do
not attend to medical and psychological behaviors, for example, individuals who are suffering from
the compulsive behavior to cut themselves incessantly [87], but that we can separate individuals
who require medical attention from those who do not.
According to Anthony Giddens, "[l]ate modernity has dissolved most traditional systems of
meaning and social order in an unprecedented fashion," and this sentiment is reflected by an
unparalleled “Individualization of the body" [124], p. 309. Giddens sees this phenomenon, in part,
as a turning away from one’s true nature, where an individual chooses to redefine themselves by
adopting the practices of a subculture that diverts one’s attention from seeking after the authentic
self. We can postulate that the more the embodied self, pushes the parameters of self-autonomy and
rights to alter one’s physical body through unconventional and unrestrained practices, various lines
of distinction are blurred. It is becoming increasingly difficult to distinguish between practices
adopted by the cybernetics movement versus a top-down movement that takes ownership over the
human body. We can see this battle for control over the body itself, for example, when employees
are refused work based on non-concealable body art.
In addition to changing one’s physical appearance through the aid of technology, by adding
body-decor, external piercing, tattooing, cosmetic surgery, cutting or lacerating, microchip implants
are now playing a pivotal role in the remaking of one’s new identity through skin-embedded
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devices. This movement has at times been referred to as chipification [125]. Persons who hold to
these forms of adaptation and extension are often known as RFIDs, DIY-ers, body modifiers and
grinders, among other things. Public resistance is noted as one factor limiting the alteration of one’s
own body [91]. Yet, while some look upon the chipification movement in a negative light, others
are more receptive in-so-much that modifications to one’s human appearance through the-use-of
technology can be argued as a growing global phenomenon. Rapid and radical technological
innovation is not just increasing the ways in which body alterations can be made but renders public
acceptance and uncritical adoption of extreme forms of body-modification, even, for example,
various forms of sadomasochism [15]. This kind of uncritical acceptance of unconventional tools
and techniques continues to fuel development in subdermal humancentric implants [119].

3.1.3. Key Processes, Informed Consent and Duty of Care
i. Informed Consent
While the semiconductor industry’s focus is on profit and sales maximization— innovation,
marketing, and promotion of products—other stakeholders are concerned about various ethical
implications, such as, where this practice could lead if soft-coercion subtlety enters the context of
technology implementation and adoption. When the VeriChip™ company was in operation, a single
adverse event report was submitted to the Food and Drug Administration on July 27, 2007
pertaining to the removal of the administered chip, after the bearer experienced discomfort at the
point of implantation some hours after the initial insertion [17]. Yet, there was no official process
of removal documented by the VeriChip™ Corporation. This is in line with comments from the IT
Manager of the Baja Beach Club in Barcelona who stated that even though the VIP Patron program
had been discontinued, there were still about 100 patrons who were walking around with a defunct
embedded VeriChip™ [126].
In a basic thought experiment, we can ponder the consequences of a commercial or
government entity offering an embedded healthcare microchip solution that guided patients toward
adoption without recourse for removal. Consider what such an implementation might mean for
high-risk patients, if the only way of accessing their health-records was by accepting bio-devices,
and what it would mean for no alternative mechanism to be granted. Or if at a critical moment the
bio-device failed to work. This leads to the important question of an acceptable level of knowledge
that would allow for informed user (e.g. patient) consent [111]. For example, does it suffice for the
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doctor or intake worker to inform the user of the procedure alone? Is it enough for those
administering the device to advise the patient of its immediate impact, such as the fact that they will
feel a small prick from the needle as the RFID is being inserted, or prior to obtaining consent, will
the patient be advised of their rights to refuse, while being informed of appropriate alternatives?
Another concern is whether the patient’s uncritical adoption and willingness to consent can be
linked to a fear of being refused equivalent levels of medical attention; if so, could this be
considered a type of undue stimuli which is currently illegal? Another question to consider is, who
will be providing the appropriate information needed to the patient in-order for them to make a
well-rounded decision? Will these individuals be truly non-partisan, or will they softly-coerce
toward user adoption?
Although informed consent typically refers to obtaining one’s permission, while providing
the user with the autonomy to choose in conjunction to respecting the individual’s dignity and
rights, informed consent must also involve a higher level of articulation while educating the
consumer, user, or patient of all potential harms [76]. Duty of care requires the user to be kept out
of harm’s way. The four main reasons the public, consumer, or patient must be given the option to
engage in high levels of discourse, prior to consenting, rests on various premises, including:
a. Such technology has a wireless radio-frequency component and whether embedded in the
skin or used externally, is being argued as potentially altering one’s physical being on a biocellular level, which then involves self-jurisdiction over one’s body [by way of EMF’s
ambiances exposures] [41].
b. Given bio-devices or wireless device ambiances employ a constancy (regardless of the
purpose of its utility) and therefore its panoptic-presence has the ability to negatively
influence human well-being by turning the human psyche from without—within [127].
c. Because the debate, concerning body-altering devices, deal with changes to one’s own
physical being, it extends beyond mere preference to issues which involve a higher good—
being moral freedom [128].
d. As this [chapter] deals with the concept of top-down body-intrusion, it automatically
evokes a need to look at the current laws of self-governance and protection, and even more
so in instances where coercion is involved [74]. Imperative questions such as these are
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spurring the need for in-depth philosophical interpretation of state Constitutions, pertaining
to the rights of self-autonomy, liberty, and freedom, in order to safe-guard prior to any
potential crises [112].
ii. Duty of Care
As-a-way to disambiguate past laws, and rightfully take into consideration whether human
rights are presently fully protected, for example, if a person adopts a microchip implant, we must
turn our attention to such areas such as duty of care in conducting patient research. [As such, it is
important to ensure the following types of questions are being asked]:
a. […] Who […] is responsible to ensure duty of care? For example, when it comes to using
technology to test research subjects?
b. [Are] bio-devices […] being used in pilot studies with the prospect of top-down
implementation, and if so, [in what way are they] being deemed as viable clinical research
[18]? (Currently the duty of care resides between the clinician and attending physician as to
decide as to whether potential risks to the patient and/or participant are justified. For example,
such studies are deemed justifiable when the possible benefits override potential harm. And
yet, full disclosure of potential harms isn’t always known or provided to the patient).
It may be safely argued that although the patient appears protected under the banner of
informed consent (as in the case with clinical trials), currently duty of care resides with the medical
professionals and does not require full in-depth informed consent of the patients, as- long-as the
good outweighs the risk. In this aspect, action or intent is more important than the consequences,
which may certainly be the case, except the researcher of this paper argues, full informed consent
is first required, disclosing all potential risks and harms and then at that point, it is up to the patient,
potential user, or research participant to decide [for oneself, void of external undue influence]. This
is just one gap found within the Tri-council policy statement which deals with ethical conduct for
research involving humans [75].
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3.1.4. Pros and Cons of SubDermal Implants
i. Pros [those argue in favour of chipping]
[As a position paper, it is important to note that the following pro’s do not represent the
position of this researcher]. In general, marketing strategies are capitalizing on the sub-dermal
device’s purported functional abilities to counteract fearful situations [15]. Examples include:
a. Voluntary adoption could be awarded with financial incentives which could evoke a
leveling of society that would (not take away from the rich) but would bring the minimum
threshold of subsistence up to an equitable standard.
b. Provision of rapid transmittal of medical records for high risk patients and save more lives.
c. Stop persons from going missing, i.e., the protection of children from being kidnapped or
adults from being abducted as the embedded device would disclose a person’s identity in any
location that there is a radiofrequency identification (RFID) reader, nearby. Although such
technology is argued to only be compatible in short-range proximity, readers could be
stationed in strategic locations such as automobile re-fueling stations, supermarkets, airports,
highway tolling stations, acting as entry/exit gantries.
d. Internalized radio frequency identification tags that would alleviate identity theft.
e. The promotion of a cashless society that would then prohibit illegal transaction activity,
such as money laundering, exchange of stolen money, or claiming another’s liquid assets
through credit-card theft.
ii. Cons [those that argue for rights of refusal]
Although the ongoing commercialization of body-modifying devices are creating a picture
of complete ease, security, and ability to alleviate fear, there are mounting concerns. [Those that
represent the con side of the debate are subject to the following scrutiny]. For example:
a. Scholars predict that threats of cyber viruses and worms may counteract hyper-marketing
in institutions such as hospitals. While incentives for body-tech integration include: security,
convenience, improved wellness, and are now being promoted through repeated media
coverage and commercialization of such products, this type of marketing saturation has the
potential to cause protestors—[such as] those who critically refuse adoption to be viewed as
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promoters of deviant activity, crime, or supporters of social inequalities, such as deficient
health care [129].
b. Likewise, let us ponder on the momentum gathered by companies like Applied Digital
Solutions, then the VeriChip™ and PositiveID, on the nation-wide attempt to enlist hospitals
to chip patients with the VeriChip™ RFID transponder [130]. If this were to transpire through
an unprecedented sweep, without any form of public resistance, could this then not lead to
such technologies being identified as mandatory for high risk patients? In this risk-based
society, it would not be far-fetched to expect a Medtronic device in every single person [131].
c. Once society accepts the fusion of human and machine there will be little hope of turning
back time prior to this post-modern ideological shift. Once technology is viewed as a postmodern savior, opportunity to argue for freedom of choice, let alone a right to exercise
resistance could very well seem absurd.
d. At the point-in-time that former infrastructures are obsolete, industry will possess the
greatest decision-making power in deciding what new innovation are to replace the former,
with funding considerations often void of a thorough ethical investigation. This means
humans are enslaved to a lifetime of upgrades that have as their underlying function, control
[132]. If remote wireless technologies replace former infrastructures and become the
inescapable trend for the future, there are various implications to consider.
e. Although, the notion of wireless devices altering the human body on a bio-cellular level
remains an unresolved debate, additional attention must be placed on the potential for harm
to the human psyche, not necessarily due to a synoptic centralization, but rather due to
technological-constancy [91].
f. An additional concern is that an over emphasis on a technological society has the potential
to evoke “over policing” of the system, with ever increased human rationale forcing the
individual to either adopt or lose one’s social net and thereby restrict one’s ability to be a
functional member in society [133]. One clear illustration of this is with America’s current
push to go cashless. Although this would provide a way to monitor money spent in the
economy, and overthrow the possibility of money-laundering, it is not without its
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implications. One has only to follow the innovation process sequentially in- order-to elucidate
where it could lead.
g. [Another major threat is adding to present forms of marginalization]. For example, if the
physical cash currency was to be removed and all transactional interchange was to rely on a
wireless infrastructure, this would enact a soft-coercion of wireless payment scheme
adoption, as refusal would prohibit the individual from functioning in commerce. If this were
to transpire and the government did not place limits on the industry’s need for continual
disruption (by way of state regulation), it has the potential to usher in a complete reliance on
the industry. As innovations continue to progress and the industry continues to lead the way
in greater technological complexity—paving the way with mass media for massive consumer
markets, skin-embedded products such as, transactional-based devices, could quickly
swallow up present mechanisms, such as the use of banking debit and credit cards, as the
initial costs of implementation may be argued to be far less than the costs associated with
policing the system for theft-identity, money-laundering, stolen credit cards or passports,
robberies as well as physical assaults [134].

3.1.5. Discussion
i. Marketing and Promotion Strategies
According to William Herbert, companies and individuals within the United States
particularly are aggressively promoting implant products for humans. He writes [74], p. 437:
In addition to utilizing hospitals and medical professionals as promoters, the product is
being marketed for both security and recreational purposes. RFID implants are being
publicized as a mere technological extension to the body-piercing trend that permits
bodily integration with computers. A technology entrepreneur who volunteered for
implants in both hands admitted to the New York Times that “the symbolism of the tag
is much more of a big deal as a social marker.” A website has been established in an
effort to expand this social phenomenon of voluntary technological branding.
In addition large stakeholders, who have a strong economic interest in seeing the advancement
of such technology, have volunteered to receive implants and have publicized their participation as
part of a marketing strategy to promote commercialization of such products [57].
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ii. Imbalance of Powers
Considering the state of the global economy and the need to cut-costs in hopes of stabilizing
its fragility, the push towards efficiency over quality is often being-seen-as the viable choice. It can
be argued that such promotion of technology over consideration of individual choice is
inadvertently shifting the balance of powers into the hands of the producing class—being the
industry. If we are not careful, this could lead to a form of organizational control, resulting once
again in a restriction to humanity’s fundamental rights to choose, as the consumer is not the worker,
the patient, the prisoner, the military personnel or the actual adopters, but rather it is the corporations
providing employment, the hospitals aiding the ill, the correctional facility housing the prisoner, the
military base wielding the will of the solider, the supermarkets limiting the transactional method to
its consumers, with multinationals leading the way.
Once the balance of powers are placed in the hands of industry to lead the way in innovation
they have full control to usher in what new product to market to the consumer, while it is the
individual user who becomes imprisoned to the technology being selected on their behalf, as they
are unable to survive without the goods and services such adoption guarantees [135]. It is here that
the buyer becomes the main marketable consumer and the user becomes subservient to the chosen
system through a top-down implementation, in order that the individual may be able to have basic
needs met in-order-to survive, let alone progress.

iii. Protecting Human Rights to Self-Govern
Without true public forums for dialogue, debate and exchange, democratic nations have the
potential to quickly erode. With the voice of the individuals being suppressed, industry would then
be the most power stakeholder. Such an imbalance of power puts citizens at greater risk of being
softly-coerced in one specific direction. With no means to exercise one’s voice in an appropriate
external forum, it becomes an ‘adapt or die’ [97] kind of world. The detriment of the suppressed
voice becomes two-fold. It can be argued to inadvertently force the individual’s gaze to turn inward,
looking to one’s own human capital (physical body) as the final means of expression, or even worse
it has the potential to break the human will in one’s quest for individual freedom, whereby leaving
the individual docile in the fight against the doctrine of inclusion that is more and more restricting
meaningful discourse beyond the system’s pre-defined parameters. It could be considered paralysis
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to a degree. Long-time proponents of RFID transponders describe this sentiment as “irrational
paranoia by the vocal minority” [57].
Within a Democratic state it is essential that the system protects the people collectively, as
well as individually [in so-much that it may be deemed universally applicable]. As such, it must
seek to protect those individuals who wish to remain more egalitarian14 in life-style with
decentralized governing powers, in order that they may also, live in community, function in
commerce and progress towards self-actualization without, for example, the mandatory adoption of
bio-devices. For example, if cash and/or plastic bank cards were bypassed for bio-transactional
devices or the employee’s identification card was replaced with a subdermal ID [20, 96, 97, 99,
100, 110, 131]. And because we cannot have one without the other, lest the central premises of this
research contain no universality, it inadvertently defends those of the opposite spectrum, whom
wish to keep pace with the industry’s steep innovation curve in-so-much that they decide to alter,
change or modify one’s own human body with the aid of technology—arguing alongside of other
researchers—the human body is in fact one’s own ‘human capital’ [27]. Certainly this does not
endorse physical abuse, mutilation or suicide, but certainly leaves the right of bodycommercializing up to the individual, as one deems fit as supported in the belief that humanity is
ultimately ‘born free’ and thus should remain free [11, 29]. It is understood that there are varying
perspectives on this statement, however, this is the position that this researcher takes. As such the
term ‘born free’ is qualified.
In the Social Contract, Jean-Jacques Rousseau wrote, “Every man is born free, and
everywhere he is in chains […]” [114]. As a proponent of an egalitarian-based state, Rousseau did
not suggest this was a “free-for-all” but understood that built within this premise there is a mutual
exchange that transpires between society and the state. In having said this, illustratively speaking,
it is understood that individual’s functioning within organizational confines often exchange certain
goods and freedoms for certain benefits such as security and police protection [114]. As such this
mutual exchange between individuals—the community and the state require an additional level of
investigation, such as interpreting applicable bylaws, worker contracts, work-place policy as they
relate to this free exchange. This itself, would require a comprehensive study—a topic well worth
evaluating for future research. And yet, regardless, of the limitations of this thesis, it is safe to argue
14

See Appendix 1
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that once an employee or organizational members has been employed or accepted into a community
of some type, that said-individual should only be subject to what was previously written—at the
time of employment. This would apply to what was explicitly understood prior to entering into a
work contract, and therefore the worker should not be held accountable to evolving to technological
changes after-the-math without being provided equitable or fair alternatives. This is particularly
applicable when adopting technologies that changes one’s physiology, such as employees accessing
remote locations within the workplace by way of a top-down chipification process, (i.e. skinembedded RFIDs).
The imbalance of powers with the government and industry in conjunction to the lack of
public forums available for the individual to express one’s views-excluding various social cyber
forums—raises additional ethical issues, such as, are these restrictions inadvertently promoting a
turning inward to the human body as a form of silent communication. Likewise, could the push
towards accepting a biotech-based society be promoting technology addictions and propel this
excessive consumption to alter one’s human body? If so, is it ethical to continue fueling and
promoting an already existing consumerist mentality that is growing more and more reliant on the
human body as a medium to convey one’s message. It is here that we enter the slippery slope. And
so can we see as how through “othering” [15], we put humanity at risk of having these rights taken
away?

3.2. CONCLUDING ‘THE SOCIAL PHENOMENON OF BODY-MODIFYING’
This article concerns itself with the individual turning inward to the remaking of the human
body as a silent medium of communication. It can be argued that as the need for possession of
capital is maximized, and this market is fully tapped with the banks largely owning our homes, cars
and government owning our land, the individual is turning from outward commodities towards
displaying ownership over oneself. As such individuals are more readily adopting the practices of
a chosen sub-culture as being societal norms and mainstream practice. This influence, in
conjunction to subdermal technologies being made accessible, along with a marginalization of the
political voice, are inadvertently promoting the human gaze to move inward, whereby softlycoercing the individual to turn to one’s own body as a vehicle for human expression as a means of
displaying their rights of governance [74]. While this article supports the individual’s current rights
to self-govern body modifications through the-use-of technology, as well as supports the
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individual’s right of refusal, it also suggests that extreme body-altering practices are putting
humanity at risk of having these rights taken away.
The question then becomes fundamental, would we have this same human openness to
remake the human-body through the aid of technology if it were no longer our decision to make? If
it were being decided for us, rather than being a matter of one’s own human expression and freedom
of choice would early bio-hackers and body-modifiers’ possess the same propensity towards
altering human identity if by the very practices was paving and endorsing top-down
implementation—inadvertently weakening the individual’s right of moral autonomy.
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ABSTRACT
Within today's post-modern Western world, there is a greater propensity toward consumerism. Massmarket production coupled with international trade means that you can buy just about anything made
anywhere with the simple click of a mouse. Not only are we seeing the commodification of material
objects but also businesses and industries are capitalizing on this consumerist mentality, studying
individuals? Consumer habits to demographically target their market. This data mining is done through
a multiplicity of ways, such as through technological monitors called sensors. Sensors capture human
data at discrete intervals, generating big data that draws out patterns. In this sense, human activity may
be action to exploit not of the product or service but rather of the consumers themselves. And yet, despite
these trends toward mass consumption of material goods and monitoring consumer spending,
sociologists are grappling with how Western civility is radically turning from the accumulation of
external commodities, such as goods and services, to viewing one's own body as a form of human
capital-to utilize as an outer expression of the self-whether in part or in whole.
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4.1. INTRODUCING ‘WHOSE BODY IS IT?’
In 2010, Michael et al. wrote a paper on the Web of Things and People (WoTaP) in a special
issue on “RFID Innovation” in Proceedings of the IEEE [136]. The paper was about a world in
which every object could be connected to the internet and how society was undergoing a paradigm
shift in which ‘human connectivity’ was paramount to the ‘connectivity of things’ notion. Albeit
through the ability to surveil people with location-based services (e.g. using smartphones), or
wearables that are strapped to the wrist (e.g. quantified-self devices), or unique forms of
identification applied to the human body (e.g. microchip implants), or permanent prints on the
body (e.g. tattoos), the body is increasingly becoming a hub for ambient intelligence through
monitoring technology while increases the ways in which the individual is identified. Our bodies
go everywhere we go, they can be directly seen by onlookers, they are permanent, and we cannot
live without them, but they are also limited in span and size. Our personhood is encapsulated within
them (i.e. major organs like the brain that denote our personality), but we also have an outward
appearance which is a type of visual biometric, given what we choose to do with our skin and
bodies both on the surface and transdermal layers (i.e. beneath the skin) become an outward
expression that identifies and marks us.
The voice of the citizen that was once mainly exemplified in various public forums, has now
radically turned inward—placing the emphasis on one’s own self as a medium to convey the
message of choice [137]. In addition, it can be argued that this message largely connotes a desire
to be heard. Forms of self-expression, such as body piercing, tattooing, scarification, chipification
and the like are exonerated through the mere fact that these acts are largely going unchecked,
whether viewed as non-self-invasive, harmless or radical [138]. Such control over one’s own body
through alterations and modifications can be grouped together and argued to convey a universal
message, a message that heralds a collective statement that the human body is in fact a form of
personal physical capital [139] and therefore fully within one’s rights to self-legislate.
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4.1.1. Societal Norms, Planned Obsolescence and Technological Adoption
Some theorists argue that there are mechanisms of control, such as with those that control
the message in the media, that are softly-coercing active citizenry into a state of docility—
conforming to expected societal norms of the dominant class of influence, while uncritically
accepting rapid change such as found in a highly advanced society lead by rapid technological
growth [140]. We observe this claim as people continue to feel the need to purchase the latest hightech gadgetry, whether it is the latest smartphone, tablet, smartTV or even a drone. We are no
longer satisfied with a functional device; it must be the device with all the latest bells and whistles.
Others argue that conformance is much more social and is the result of the individual adopting
culturally-bound practices within one’s defined sub-culture [15]. A third perspective is that of a
top-down approach that views technology and the need for adherence, as being the result of an
organizational governmental endeavor [141] to ensure civil order and eradicate social injustice,
which one day will aid in bringing about world-wide emancipation [142]. We note this in the
mandatory adoption of certain ID cards for transport and social security, or even in the planned
obsolescence of products developed by companies to ensure the consumer is locked-in to an
endless array of upgrades [143]. Commodities are not built to last because it means the individual
will remain a life-long consumer—ensuring continued business while fueling the consumerist
mentality.
Yet, it can be argued, in this endeavor to maintain social order, that also enables civility to
live in community, function in commerce, and progress towards self-maturation [98],
technological change (which highly endorses systematic order) often becomes so restrictive that it
becomes repressive by those who are subject to it. In such instances, governing technological
mechanisms are often deemed as a form of top-down control. As a way for the individual to break
free from the limitations of the systematic ‘straitjacket’ (which can be argued to highly parallel
Max Weber’s ‘Iron cage of rationality’ [144]) the restricted self may react in a variety of ways.
Such reactions may include demonstrating disapproval outside the jurisdiction of one’s own ‘locus
of control’ [145]. Moving beyond such confinements is often deemed defiant in nature and subject
to various penal measures that may even result in punishment not equal to the crime [77].
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4.1.2. Empowerment through the Embodied Self
This fear of discipline can then be seen as encouraging society to turn their outward objective
gaze, which once strove to understand society as an organic political whole, to the ‘embodied self’
[102] who look to one’s own body as a safe medium to reflect opinion that is void of external
punitive repercussions. Whether this tendency occurs instinctively, or even intuitively, it is here
that social science can look to the human body as a sign-carrier [137], and ask the question as to
whether sub-cultural groups, such as the body-alteration and tattooing movement (thus far being
grouped as modern-primitives [80]) is unconsciously working together to reaffirm the rights of the
autonomous-self to govern changes to one’s physical being, and whether this movement is growing
as the result of a loss in public forums once present to the general public as a means to freely
express is yet to be determined.
Currently there are no laws that [explicitly] protect the people’s rights of commodifying the
human body as a means of exercising freedom of speech, rather such a public display can be argued
as legal, due to its remaining largely uncensored by the state. There are state-based Acts that
stipulate that an individual should not be enforcedly microchipped in the USA, for instance, but
this is legislation that guards against a top-down implementation and does not cover the
individual’s right to modify one’s own body [73]. Additionally, CASPIAN director, Dr Katherine
Albrecht, had proposed a Bodily Integrity Act in 2007 to prevent the forced or coerced chipping
of individuals in America [9]. One thing is for certain, major historical change does not transpire
without a radical shift in society’s behavior, which is not only reflective in one’s thinking and level
of acceptance to change, but also endorsed by society’s collective act-of-adoption. It is this postmodern pre-occupation with remaking the human body, combined with the uncritical acceptance
of technological change, that makes the intermingling of human and machine an outward
phenomenon well-worth investigating. William A. Herbert [36] argues that the intermingling of
human and sub-dermal devices is “[a] social phenomena of technological branding”. The
transhumanist movement, full of high profile techno-evangelists typifies this “all you can eat”
technology paradigm, to the point that they propose that soon we will all become something other
than human, as if being purely human is not enough.
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4.1.3. The Right to Govern One’s Own Body
Body piercings, tattooing and other forms of more radical alterations, such as skin-laceration,
involves a study grounded within the confines of the sociology of the body [15], and yet extends
more broadly to issues of universal human rights as well as international humanitarian laws. It can
be argued that the individual is both a social being and a political citizen with certain rights to selflegislate [5]. This juxtaposition places the emphasis on one’s own human body as a vehicle to selfdeterminate, while inadvertently exercising political freedom collectively at an objective level.
While social scientists strive to comprehend the signs of the times and endeavor to mark this era
as being distinct from any other time in history, the remaking of human identity through technology
as a means of the individual exercising political freedom, is a clear indicator that we have entered
a new cultural era. As well, the degree to which sub-dermal technologies are being considered for
top-down implementation as a-means to improve the human-race, while maintaining social order
is another clear historical marker that society’s ideological beliefs have radically shifted, and
modernity has come to a close.
Due to the lack of true public forums (e.g. public referendums), more and more the self is
becoming less engaged with the external political world [146]. This is resulting in the individual
having an ever-growing fascination with the forming and remaking of one’s own identity. Erving
Goffman interprets the use of the human body as a type of ‘sign carrier’, arguing that the way in
which people adorn and present their bodies, is how they impart knowledge about themselves to
the outside world [137]. Arthur Frank argues that this message permeates the level of subjectivity
and therefore is not silent. He argues that through the paradoxical interplay between modern
society and the speaking body, the polarity between subjectivity and objectivity is resolved.
Likewise, as being argued by the phenomenologist, the chasm between these two views can be
resolved through an investigation of the manifested collective phenomena [54]. By the talking
body, Frank is referring to an understanding of communication as quite literally embodied human
cognition and communication that is grounded in the corporeal (physiological) experience. Thus,
Frank concludes that although our human experience and the way we interpret society is
subjective; we all have bodily experiences that are common to each other’s and are therefore
grounded in a type of objective tangible reality. Hence, such common experiences can be reflected
upon corporeally and in doing so, it provides a mutual comprehension of our social world [54].
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Although the study of one’s individual phenomenon provides us with the subjective perspective,
whereby we can still gain knowledge through the investigation of each independent case-study,
larger quantities of like-phenomena can be grouped collectively to look at sub-cultures more
holistically. This provides us with an objective view, which then presents a more macroscopic lens
of the way in which the individual is remaking human identity as a whole, through the aid of
technology [147]. Although such studies are highly qualitative, its heavy reliance on observation
makes the findings highly empirical. Through the study of the manifestation of the physical body
and the individual’s actions, science can obtain an objective view of an individual’s subjective
experience on a collective level, to which Frank deems as being corporeal.

4.1.4. Modern Primitives and the Rise of Body Modifications
Regardless of whether the self is acting consciously or unconsciously the remaking of
individuality through technology is a worthy subject of study, and can provide two-fold value—
enlightening the social scientist while giving the individual a sense of worth to the embodied
experience—placing emphasis on the purpose that spurs the individual towards certain ends [148].
In this sense, it is equally a study of the actions of the one, which can be contextualized within the
many when a common denominator is found, where the objective and subjective dichotomy are at
least partially harmonized [54]. Christian Klesse also deems the marking of the human body as
one such type of phenomena worthy of investigation on a macroscopic level. Presently,
sociologists see societal groups that alter and mark their bodies as "[a] sub-cultural movement in
the intersection of the tattoo, piercing, and [the] sado-masochism scenes" [80] p. 309. According
to Klesse, this modern movement originated in California, USA in the 1970s and has grown
significantly over the past decades. One body modifier states, “I am a part of this [modern] culture
but I don’t believe in it. My body modifications are my way to say that” [80]. Fakir Musafar, who
was noted as the most prominent of all body-modifiers within that scene coined the term Modern
Primitives as a way to identify himself along with others who alter their bodies as a response to
primal urges [103]. Given there are various reasons for engaging in such practices that are highly
diverse it is understood that this sub-culture comprises multiple communities. Klesse writes [80]:
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One of the most significant characteristics of the Modern Primitives movement is their appropriation of
‘primitive rituals’. In their search for radical corporal, psychic and spiritual experiences and their
performance of sexual events and encounters, Modern Primitives seek inspiration by so-called primitive
societies through the adoption of their communal rites and body modification techniques.

Such body modifications are viewed as an activity engaged in by consumers that act as a
means to construct one’s identity through the transformation of one’s own physical capital—the
human body [21]. It is here that the social theorist is making an indirect reference to the individual,
as being an autonomous agent possessing ownership and rights of governance over one’s own
physical body. This doctrine must be grounded in the understanding that self-determination is
limited, in that it excludes the rights of inflicting bodily harm. This distinction needs detailed
articulation, due to irrational behaviors (i.e. cutting, pleasure in pain) that can be argued as being
a direct result of a psychological disorder [87] and subject to medical prevention. It can be argued
that such irrational behavior puts human rights to self-govern in jeopardy. Whether consciously or
not, the embodied selves are collectively growing in number, and in this sense, their actions are
becoming unified—forming a unified voice of solidarity, crying out, “Enough is enough, this is
my life; I have the right to alter my ‘own body’ as I please”. These very rights, combined with the
way in which technology is changing the propensity to body alter, are central to this discussion. It
addresses whether full governance should be placed with the individual as a type of universal right
of self-legislation as being ethically established through critical discourse or whether rights of
autonomy remain as they currently are—a matter of the law—determined on a case-by-case basis.

4.1.5. Momentum of Implantable Devices that Pierce the Skin
Between 2014 and 2015, international media covered numerous Internet of Things stories
that make this paper timely. In April 2014, GroupM’s Irwin Gotlieb said that the “Wearable is cool,
but the next form of media will be implantable—devices which are implanted in the human body”
[96]. Director of Engineer at Google, Ray Kurzweil, concurred that we would have “millions of
blood cell-sized computers in our blood stream” within 10-20 years [149]. In June 2014, IEEE
Spectrum reported that Medtronic wanted to implant sensors in “everyone” [95]. In November
2014, Peter Diamandis, well-known CEO of the X PRIZE Foundation and co-founder of the
Singularity University, got an NFC implant on a spur of the moment, at the Singularity Summit in
Amsterdam [149]. He said in his own blog: “Many big companies like Apple, Samsung and Google
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are working on technology to measure your biology from outside of your body. Wearable devices
ranging from watches to contact lenses will track everything… footsteps, heart rate, blood glucose,
blood pressure and other critical vitals. The challenge is that they only work when you remember
to wear them, and there are some things you can’t measure from the outside. The question is: when
would you be ready to start incorporating technology into your body?” [150].
To demonstrate that this thinking about next generation IT was not isolated to the USA, in
December 2014, 8 Swedes held an implant party in Stockholm. BBC News reporter, Jane
Wakefield, noted Hannes Sjoblad’s hoped that his implant party would spark a conversation about
our possible cyborg future. He said: “The idea is to become a community that is why they get
implants done together… People bond over the experience and start asking questions about what
it means to be a man and machine… Curiosity is one of the biggest drivers for us humans. I come
from a maker hacker culture and I just want to see what I can do with this” [100]. In January 2015
it was reported by the BBC, that a hi-tech office block in Sweden known as Epicenter, was granting
employees the option to take a microchip implant under the skin for physical access control to the
building, among other functions [20]. In August 2015, Lloyds Bank announced that about 7% of
UK consumers would adopt microchip implants in their body for making electronic payments [92].
In September of the same year, Kaspersky Labs became intrigued with the “security” issues related
to microchip implants and engaged Hannes Sjoblad, Chief Disruption Officer and Founder of
BioNyfiken (of Epicenter) to their APAC Cyber Security Summit in Malaysia to demonstrate the
implantation process [151].
This is all the while that DangerousThings.com has been creating a recognized brand with
NFC/RFID implant solutions for biohackers since 2013. Visiting the homepage of Dangerous
Things, one is greeted by the following messages: “We believe biohacking is the forefront of a new
kind of evolution”, and “RFID/NFC next level body augmentation”. But most pertinent of all to
this article, is a statement on the “About Us” page noting, “We believe our bodies are our own, to
do with what we want. The “socially acceptable” of tomorrow will be defined by boundaries
pushed today, and we’re excited to be a part of it” [110].

4.1.6. Drawing the Plumb Line
Christian Klesse states that the signs of the time have been marked by “[a]n unprecedented
individualization of the body [where] technological developments, among others, allow for the
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alternation of the body” [80]. Yet, clearly, it is not just that new technological development is
opening-up alternatives for body alterations but that the mass acceptance of body modifying
practices are shifting the mind-set of the individual to more readily accepting skin-embedded
technologies. In this sense, there is a conformance transpiring that both “is” and “is not”
completely lead by one’s owns free volition.
In Charles Taylor's studies on "Hegel and Modern society", he addresses the notion of being
free from external influences. He addresses the question pertaining to freedom by asking the
question, if one is truly free when "being motivated by one's own desire, however caused?" [152]
p. 3. Taylor goes on to answer this question by stating, "[m]oral freedom must mean being able to
decide against all inclination for the sake of the morally right" [152]. In contrast to the moral
relativistic perspective that views happiness as a by-product of fulfilling one's own desire, he writes
[152]:
Instead of being dispersed throughout his diverse desires and inclinations the morally free subject must
be able to gather himself together, as it were, and make a decision about his total commitment.

Taylor adopts a highly sociological approach, and argues that “following the Heideggerian
dictum of being-in-the-world, […] human beings are already situated in a certain context of
cultural meanings; they are embedded in a web of pre-existing and pre-interpreting cultural
significance” [153]. Although Taylor argues the need for an objective stance, he in no way supports
penal actions for those who have not reached a place of true moral freedom—a place where the
self is free from inclinations of the culture in which one is imbued. While this reference helps to
aid in determining the distinction that needs to be made, and clearly supports the notion that a
certain level of maturity must be in place before an individual can truly exercise proper moral
freedom, it in no way supports the notion that freedom of choice should be taken from individuals
who lack the capacity to clearly decipher personal motivations as to whether one’s decisions are
objectively made and free from external influences, once legal age of consent has been met—at
least in-so-much that it is in reference to one’s own autonomous- self. Likewise, Baron du
Montesquieu advocated against a standardizing of society, or leveling of tastes or ideologies
through imposed indoctrinations. Montesquieu wrote [154]:
If there were in the world a nation which had a sociable humour, an openness of heart, a joy in life, a
taste, an ease in communicating its thoughts; which was lively, pleasant, playful, sometimes imprudent,
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often [injudicious]; and which had with all that, courage, generosity, frankness, and a certain point of
honour, one should avoid disturbing its manners by laws, in order not to disturb its [tranquility] p. 54.

It is here that, the authors of this paper argue that the right to exercise moral freedom must
be given both to those who are acting intuitively as well as instinctively, to the extent that one’s
intuition or instinct aligns with the rights of the one and does not work against the good of the
collective in a way that is objectively apparent. Human instinct is innate and does not parallel
Taylor's notion of inclination, but rather in various disciplines such as business is referred to as a
gut feeling [145]. This feeling is subjective–often going against all odds—making it distinctly
separate from an inclination derived due to calculative thoughts or social influences. Hence, moral
freedom—pertaining to adopting body-invasive practices or technologies as well as the refusal of
such practices—should not be based on one’s ability to articulate the rationale behind one’s
position whether the individual believes adoption to be right or wrong. The authors of this paper
argue that human choice, concerning the right of moral freedom, is not just for the cognitively
developed, as intelligence is not limited to academic achievement.
In drawing the plumb line, the question must be asked of all individual’s, “Who owns my
body?” This question must not be separated from the rationale of the Kantian Categorical
Imperative which evokes a level of body integrity and respect, not only to one’s own body but also
to that of another. Clearly it may be argued that an over commoditization of the human body is to
treat one’s physical property as ‘a means to an end’ [14] rather than embracing oneself as ‘an end
in oneself’.
In issues which involve moral freedom there needs to be a clear distinction—[referred to as]
‘the plumb line’. The distinction that needs to be made is concerning ownership of one’s own body
in the interchange with body-invasive technologies. Currently there is a great divide, and so while
in our examples we have largely focused on free-adopters, (i.e. so-named modern primitives, also
known as RFIDs, biohackers, grinders or DIYers), that alter one’s appearance as a means of
conveying information of one’s identity in order to freely exercise self-governance, the line is not
being drawn here but rather the plumb line is with placing individual’s under marks of servitude
through top-down practices or organizational implementation, imposing an ideology of acceptance
that is not one’s own. While the first supports freedom to self-determinate, the second leaves no
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room for moral freedom to be exercised—such as with an outright refusal of accepting changes to
one’s physical capital.
Various theorists are arguing body modification is a way of constructing one’s identity. For
example, inserting metal devices under the skin can be seen as a form of resistance to traditional
pressures to normalize, by means of challenging the expected norms of society [21]. However,
while the modern primitive engages in consumption, whereby they use one’s own body as a form
of physical capital, it often parallels Western civilities position of extreme commoditization of
external goods [15] p. 305. It can be argued that rather than the modern primitive taking a stand
against repressive systems or resisting expected societal norms, through using one’s own body
beyond its natural intent, the individual is instead aligning with the linear historical direction of
over increasing rationality that seeks to merge the individual with technology as a-means to
eradicate social injustice, whether as a mechanism of control or as a-means to maintain social
order. This was particularly exemplified when implant proponent Hannes Sjoblad, told BBC that
his Swedish Biohacking Group had another objective for the Epicenter trial which was preparing
us all for the day when others want to chip us. Sjoblad was quoted as saying: "We want to be able
to understand this technology before big corporates and big government come to us and say
everyone should get chipped - the tax authority chip, the Google or Facebook chip" [20]. Similarly
when Amal Graafstra was asked in 2007 whether or not he would accept a national ID implant, he
replied: “a lot of people ask me… if I am ever going to get my tags removed and I do not really
see a reason to do that—unless of course they become oppressive in some way and my particular
brand of tags can be used in that [oppressive] system then I would remove them” [109] p. 448.

4.2. CONCLUDING ‘WHOSE BODY IS IT?’
Through the participation of modern primitivism, it can be argued that Cyborg becomes
less alien or ‘sci-fi’ and more and more culturally acceptable by a pre-conditioning of society.
Hence, it can be argued that the ancient metaphor becomes present-day reality, while through the
very act of adopting body modifying practices the embodied selves are collectively, “[s]owing
pillows to the arm-holes” of the people—stripping humanity of the power to evoke change. In this
sense, (which differs radically from the collective voice of solidarity described above), it can be
argued that modern-primitives’ acceptance of body-modifying devices has the potential to
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inadvertently promote a form of cybernetics that is designed to place humanity at ease—where
the individual can easily enter into a state of docility while the governing system acts as the big
brother—maintaining social order in exchange for providing a standardization of goods and
services. Theorists are already predicting that embedded technologies will be viewed as a user
friendly mechanism to ensure social order, while making unprecedented promises to the general
public [41].
If the individual is lacerating the skin by one’s own volition, or inserting metal devices inorder-to add texture and contour, whether for aesthetic value, sexual appeal, on-body computing,
group affiliation, or the mere shock value, the motivating factor driving the cultural movement
becomes less relevance to that of understanding the direction in which it could be argued as
leading the masses. For it is here that it can be sociologically grouped and viewed as an important
signifier that draws our attention to other movements, such as cybernetics, and just how the
acceptance of body alterations, (e.g., lacerations, embedding metals, and sadomasochism), is
paving the way. In this sense, body alternations of this nature differ very little in appearance from
top-down cyborg in the form of state paternalism; the necessary distinction is that rights of
adoption or refusal remain within the individual’s jurisdiction to choose in conjunction to its utility
or purpose.
In-order-to ensure clarity, it is imperative modern primitive acts be not grouped [in a- way
that over-generalizes]. For example, although, sadomasochism and skin-laceration are extreme, it
is a matter that concerns itself, not only with rights of self-governance but due to its nature also
may be-seen-as harming oneself unlawfully. Therefore, causing bodily harm to oneself is
distinctly different from, let us say, the act of nose piercing, which has little to no residual effects
when it comes to physical harm or being used as a form of social control, other than being seen in
ancient practices as a form of being enslaved—an ancient landmark. Regardless of the stance we
take on body modifying, [this researcher takes the position that the] human body is sacred and
trespassing without consent is not without serious repercussion—be it a known or the results of
an unintentional consequence—it is here, the line is drawn. In conclusion, we are not advocating
that the rights of modifying one’s own physical body be taken away, but rather, that lines of
distinction must be drawn in order that moral autonomy remain intact. In address to theorists’
concerns, it is imperative this movement receive ever greater levels of articulation.
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ABSTRACT
Embedded radio-frequency identification, sensor technologies, biomedical devices and a new breed of
Nanotechnologies are now being commercialized within a variety of contexts and use cases. As these
technologies gather momentum in the marketplace, consumers will need to navigate the changing
cybernetic landscape. The trichotomy facing consumers are: (i) to adopt RFID implants as a means of
self-expression or to resolve a technological challenge; (ii) to adopt RFID implants for diagnostic or

prosthetic purposes to aid in restorative health; as well as considerations (iii) for enforced adoption
stemming from institutional or organizational top-down control that has no direct benefit to the enduser. This paper uses the penal metaphor to explore the potential negative impact of enforced
microchipping. The paper concludes with a discussion on the importance of protecting human rights
and freedoms and the right to opt-out of sub-dermal devices. [For the-purpose-of this chapter, in
addition to other instances throughout, the term ‘bio-tech’ is used interchangeably with other terms
such as ‘sub-dermal tech’ and ‘skin-embedded tech’].
Keywords—RFID implants; human rights; freedom of choice; opt-out; penal control, constancy, panoptic presence

5. I. INTRODUCING ‘SOCIOLOGY OF THE DOCILE BODY’
Radiofrequency identification (RFID) implant technology, sensor technology, biomedical
devices, and Nanotechnology continue to find increasing application in a variety of vertical
markets. Significant factors leading to continued innovation include: convergence in devices,
miniaturisation, storage capacity, and materials. The most common implantable devices are used
in the medical domain, for example, heart pacemakers and implantable cardioverter defibrillators
(ICDs). In non-medical applications, implantable devices are used for identification, [close-range]
location and condition monitoring, care and convenience use cases [155].
RFID implants can be passive or active, and predominantly have a function to broadcast a
unique ID when triggered by a reader within a specific read range. Sensors onboard an RFID
device can, for instance, provide additional data such as an individual’s temperature reading, pulse
rate and heart rate. Biomedical devices usually have a specific function, like the provision of an
artificial knee or hip, and can contain RFID and other specific sensors. An example cited in Ratner
& Ratner that demonstrates the potential for Nanotechnology to bring together RFID, sensors, and
the biomedical realms is to inject nanobots into a soldier’s bloodstream. “The sensors would
circulate through the bloodstream and could be monitored at a place where blood vessels are
closest to the surface, such as the eye… While quite invasive, so-called ‘in vivo’ sensors could
also have other uses in continually monitoring the health of a soldier” [121] p. 42f.
The next step in the miniaturization path for RFID microchips is Nanotechnology, which
allows for working at the nanoscale, that is the molecular level [156] p. 90. Humancentric implants
are discussed [119] pp. 198-214, in the context of nanotechnology ethical and social implications.
Regardless of the breakthroughs to come in these humancentric embedded surveillance devices
(ESDs), we will soon be moving the discussion beyond, merely how the technologies are aiding
humanity, regardless of whether such technologies are mobilized to aid human health or impair it.
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The fundamental concerns will rest within human willingness to adopt the technology, and not in
what the technology claims to eradicate in and of itself. In-order-to later contextualize the issues
surrounding human rights of refusal, this [chapter] will now present a material view of implantable
technology in its nascent stage. A clear distinction will be made between Nanotechnologies that
can be used as a mechanism of control versus, for example, bio-medical technologies that are
freely chosen and designed for the sole purpose of improving human health with no benefit
extending beyond the aid of the individual.

5.1.1. Previous Work
Although cybernetic technologies [as well as cybernetic organisms15 and practices] have
boundless potential to surface under an array of interchangeable names, within this chapter, RFID
implants will be investigated given the degree of global attention they have experienced [36, 88,
111, 126, 157]. In Western civilization, RFID is being used for tracking merchandise [within the
logistics supply chain] and similar devices are used in our family pets to locate them should they
roam astray [36]. Now the RFID is being considered for 24-7 human location monitoring. In order
to offer a pragmatic perspective, which does not deviate from one source of research to the other,
Hervé Aubert’s 2011 article entitled, “RFID technology for human implant devices” [88] is
utilized as the primary source of data given its seminal contribution to the field.
i. Experimental Stages of Cybernetic Innovations
Aubert investigates one type of RFID known as the VeriChip™; which is a device
presently engineered to provide a data-bank of important records on the individual [111], in
particular on the application of a personal health record for high-risk patients (PHR) [130, 158].
In addition, this implantable RFID that is known for its remote identification of persons or animals
is being considered for the purpose of protective human surveillance [119]. RFID devices are not
only being considered for identifying and locating humans, but for its potential to “remotely
control human biological functions” [88] p. 676, [26]. According to Aubert, this Nanotechnology
is not conducive as a ‘spychip’ with current-day technologies, as it cannot successfully be
connected to a Global Positioning System (which offers real-time tracking), as the GPS would
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require an implant that far surpasses the size capacity of what could be realistically embedded in
the human body, and would therefore defeat the notion of a submicron global surveillance system
for monitoring human activity [88]. However, there is nothing to say that off-body data receivers,
powered by wireless supplies, cannot be stationed short-range to monitor passive responders, such
as subdermal RFID’s [159-161]. Currently the anticipated range is dependent on the inductive
coupling measured in MHz [35].
Aubert concludes his findings by arguing that RFID are not suitable for real-time tracking
of humans as its capability to transmit the location of the body is too limited in range, which
permits receivers to only read passive implanted devices within a free space range of 10 cm or
less. This limitation makes communication with GPS satellites in an attempt to locate bodies
impossible [88]. Once again, this is not to refute the claim that interrogators, stationed territorially,
can transmit its data to a centralized global positioning system, inversely. Regardless, researchers
are arguing Nanotechnologies “[w]ill not exclusively revolve around the idea of centralization of
surveillance and concentration of power, [... but its greatest potential for negative impact will be
centred around] constant observation at decentralized levels” [89] p. 283. In addition, depending
on the context, monitoring does not have to be continuous but discrete to provide specific types of
evidence. It may well be enough to read an RFID at a given access node point (either on entry or
exit), or to know that a given unique ID is inside a building, or even headed in a given direction
[162]. Two or more points of reading also can provide intricate details about distance, speed, and
time, as equipment readers have their own GPS and IP location [163, 164]. It will be simple
enough to tether an implant to a mobile phone or any other device with an onboard GPS chipset.
Nokia, for instance, had an RFID reader in one of its units 2004 handsets [165].
Although such technologies are far from perfected, at least to the degree of synoptic
centralization, with the exception of concerns surrounding information privacy, subdermal
implants that are being designed for surveillance of humans is being identified as a central ethical
challenge [99]. In particular, this is an ethical challenge because subdermal chips may be either
injected or external tags worn on the body such as a PayBand [73] or FitBit. [Such technology] in
itself is not what is creating the most obvious challenge but rather that such devices have the
potential to be implemented with or without the individual's consent and, therefore, provoking
discussion around the need to legislate [in order] to keep pace with technological advances [166].
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Although the chip is being suggested for use in a number of ways, bioethicists suggest that prior
to these new applications of Nanotechnologies becoming a present day reality, "[w]e need to
examine carefully the very real dangers that RFID implants could pose to our privacy and our
freedom" [111] p. 27. Despite this concern, skin-embedded devices are being employed in a
multiplicity of ways, more recently by the biohacking communities who are increasingly
commercialising their ideas and prototypes [167].
Aubert lists various possible health benefits of embedded RFID chips, such as the
following: “[t]o transmit measurements of chemical or biological data inside the body”, as well as
“monitor biological activity” while modifying physiological functions and offer various
therapeutic means, such as patient monitoring, such as for glucose concentrations of patients with
diabetes [88] p. 676. Another possible health benefit is the potential for monitoring brain activity
through “transponders embedded within the skull”, [88] p. 681. Increasingly implants are being
used in techniques such as deep brain stimulation (DBS) and vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) to
treat a variety of illnesses [132]. As outlined in Aubert’s 2011 article, these transponders
communicate with implanted probes, enabling the transmittal of localized micro stimulation to be
administered in response to neuron signals sent [88].
At this point, it becomes necessary to distinguish that which is engineered to monitor
human organs and is freely adopted as a mechanism to improve one’s health to that which is in
effect through a top-down implementation, in which the individual is given no choice pertaining
to adoption. These two scenarios have been demonstrated in a TEDx talk delivered by Katina
Michael in 2012 within the “convenience/care” versus “control” [167].
ii. Human versus Machine
There is a needful distinction between human and machine. Deciphering between
biomedical technology designed for example, to improve human health, or as a means of selfexpression (all of which are freely chosen by the individual), versus those designed for a benefit
external to the individual and can be used as a mechanism of control over the citizen. For example,
a heart monitor, created to sustain a human, is designed only with the intention to benefit the patient
in a life sustaining way; such a device has no apparatus external from this cause that could be used
to invoke power over the individual and therefore it is designed with no additional mandate other
than improving or maintaining the individual’s health [95]. Generally, the decision for adopting
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such a biomedical implant device is determined by the patient and in most developed nations using
a process of consent. Because such a device currently has no mechanism for top-down control,
stakeholders (i.e., hospitals, medical device purchasers, inbound logistics managers or buyers)
[may be argued as having no] hidden agenda for adoption. This type of bio-medical device
currently possesses no ability to monitor any type of human activity that could contribute to an
imbalance of power for the consumer over the user (in this instance the patient).
More recently, one of the largest suppliers of biomedical devices, Medtronics, has begun to
blur the line between devices for care and devices for control. Apart from the hard line that most
manufacturers of implants hold on who owns the data emanating from the device [168], companies
specialising in biomedical devices are now beginning to engage with other secondary uses of their
implants [95]. Just like wearable devices, such as the FitBit, are now being used for evidentiary
purposes, it [may] not be long before biomedical devices originally introduced for prosthetic or
diagnostic purposes [may] be used to set individualised health insurance premiums, and more. As
noted by Masters and Michael, even in care-related implant applications, there is an underlying
dimension of control that may propel function creep or scope creep [132]. These are the types of
issues that bring science and the arts together. George Grant wrote [42] p. 17:
The thinker who has most deeply pondered our technological destiny has stated that the new
copenetrated arts and sciences are now proceeding to the apogee of their determining power around the
science of cybernetics; […] the mobilization of the objective arts and sciences at their apogee comes
more and more to be unified around the planning and control of human activity.

5.1.2. Research Approach
Hence, [this body of research may be approached in various ways, as such] it is important
to understand the trichotomy of skin-embedded technologies— deciphering between technology
adoption which [may] be seen as a post-modern indicator of the autonomous-self exercising
human rights [104], to that of acceptable bio-Western technologies with its sole function to
improve one’s existing health conditions (that is also freely chosen of the individual), versus
technology which have potential to be used as mechanisms of organizational control—implanted
through imposed order [169]. When disambiguating the way in which technology can be used, it
is most essential to understand that this differentiation requires no thorough understanding of the
purpose of the biotechnology or its utility as the plumb line rests alone, not on the trichotomy of
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the technology’s utility but within the individual’s moral freedom and human rights to accept or
refuse. Therefore, the plumb line remains, not concerning the device’s distinct utility, but rather
with freedom of choice.
Currently, the question is being posed as to whether legislation will keep pace [36], which
suggests that either a higher articulation of our former constitution is required or that new
legislation be erected that will explicitly defend the rights of the individual to choose for oneself
[113].
The ways in which sub-dermal technology may aid correctional facilities’ endeavors will
be more thoroughly expounded [on as an apparatus of control]. A historical look at a specific topdown and bottom-up institution will be examined, not as a raw set of material facts but, in order
to create an inference between the way in which the incremental process of correctional ideologies
are the prevailing influence of today and are promoting the individual’s outward gaze to selfcensorship [6]. Some researchers are arguing it is highly improbable that laws will be erected to
enforce subdermal devices, with the exception of use in criminals [72]. Therefore, this next section
is being devoted to an investigation of the penal system.

5.1.3. The Penal Metaphor
Because the prisoner is being noted as the central focus as a possible industry enroot to
legalizing the implementation of sub-dermal RFID’s, it becomes imperative to investigate the
penal system from an ideological perspective in order to assess its susceptibility [170] pp. 157249; [171] p. 35. This paper will conclude that there needs to be a distinction between spatial
autonomy and moral autonomy as moral freedom is of the higher good and rights to obtain unto
this good supersedes loses that could be incurred as a result of the state invoking disciplinary
measures [42].
Generation after generation civilization oscillates over freedom of choice, blurring the
distinction between freely adopting governing rules of belief, following an individualized
interrogation of the ethical underpinnings, versus conforming to systematic ruling government
without understanding its fundamental doctrine. Often such systems strive to maintain order
through imposing indoctrinations, in which its people accept the ideologies of the dominant class
through a constant infiltration of information not conducive to independent thinking of the
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autonomous-self; it is argued that when this knowledge becomes singular it is a form of softdespotism [172]. Through various mechanisms of social control, such as through a prevailing slant
being propagated through the media, it has led an onslaught of persons embodied in space to a
place where the individual is losing ability to see the distinction and whereby choose for oneself.
The specific slant contained within the dominant message is directing Western society to a place
imbued with an external message with its constancy softly-coercing the viewer or listener in one
specific direction [42].

5.1.4. A look at the System as an Apparatus of Control
As the high-tech industry evolves, the media continues to endorse such change and those
adopting a consumerist mentality continue to commoditize their own body as a source of consumer
capitalism [80], [such as] through the latest technological upgrade. It will only stand to logic that
human adaptation to body modifying devices will become more and more acceptable as a means
to live within society, function in commerce and progress in ‘self-actualization’ [98]. The
author[s] of this paper argue[s] that when any such movement coerces the people in one specific
direction it is a form of soft-despotism whether invoked intentionally or otherwise [172].
It is within this investigation of the governing forces over the masses that the focus is taken
away from the history of the penal institution to the state’s reliance on cumulative rationale.
Theorists argue that it is this over reliance on human rationale that is propelling history in one
specific direction and thus becomes the force that is evoking a certain type of social-order and
governance [172].
In order to elucidate Ann Light’s notion of how biotechnology can turn us from outside
within, she first turns our attention to the penal system [6]. Theorists argue that the open
persecution of punishment found within the penal process has radically shifted to become less
detectable and more hidden [78]. This is a far cry from the open persecution experienced by, let
us say, Joan of Arc [173], as now, largely due to humanitarianism, the public spectacle of the
executioner who leads the persecuted to the stake appears an equivalent act of savagery to the
public who witnesses, as is the crime itself. Hence the mechanism becomes more hidden and in
this sense is argued to be less pervasive [78]. But is it?
Theorists view the apparatus of the persecutor as moving from control over the body to a
much more sophisticated apparatus, which slackens the hold on the tangible physical body in
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exchange for a far more intricate part of the self. This shifts the focus from the external body to
the human mind, which [in ancient terms] is considered as the seat of the soul and the final
battleground [174]. Theorists go on to state that these more sophisticated systems of control will
only be confirmed to actually exist as history unfolds [6].
The panoptic, for example is a model that can be deemed as a control mechanism which is
less pervasive as it moves away from physical punishment to psychological punishment [78].
Specifically, the sanctioned individual who believes the monitoring of one’s behavior to be
constant, whereby shifting the focus of what is believed to be periodic surveillance to a continual
presence. The constancy found in this form of surveillance is argued to imprint permanence on the
human cognition [6]. It is what M.G. Michael has termed ‘uberveillance’—a type of big brother
on the inside looking out [101]. In order that the reader may have a clearer understanding of the
Panopticon, below is a description of Bentham’s institution:
The hollow interior of the circular Panopticon has an incongruous resemblance to a dovecote with all
the doves behind bars. The prisoners’ cells are in the circumference, but are open at all times to
inspection from the observation tower in the center of the building. The theory of the Panopticon relies
on the fiction that each prisoner, alone in his cell, believes that he is under constant observation: yet it
is patently impossible that the contractor and his small staff within the central tower could watch 3,000
prisoners at once. So that the prisoners may not know whom he is watching, or whether he is present at
all, the contractor must at all times be invisible; and Bentham thought much about deceptive lighting
systems to preserve the illusion of the contractor’s permanent presence, a “dark spot” at the center of
the Panopticon. Observation of a single prisoner for several hours, followed by punishment for any
misdemeanors, would convince all the rest of this constant vigilance. Although the contraptions such as
Venetian blinds, pinholes and speaking tubes which delighted Bentham have lost some technological
credibility, the general principle is readily applicable to modern methods of surveillance [8] pp.4-5.

Upon reviewing the detailed description of the institution designed by Bentham, it is easy to
see how the panoptic system supports the shift from the body to the mind, which then turns the
imprisoned body’s gaze inward [36]. Out of fear of punishment, the embodied experience is to
begin to self-monitor.
Although some argue Bentham’s Panopticon never came to fruition, Michael Ignatieff views
it as a “symbolic caricature of the characteristic features of disciplinary thinking [of] his age” [8]
p. 5. Crowther argues:
[According to] Bentham, the Panopticon was not an enclosed relationship between the prisoner and the
state, removed from the outside world, but a prison constantly open to public scrutiny. The contractor
in his watchtower could be joined at any minute not only by magistrates, but by the prisoners’ relatives,
the curious, or the concerned, the great open committee of the tribunal of the world.
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This invokes two types of control of the incarcerated; according to sociology theorists, a top
down approach to surveillance is referred to organizational surveillance, whereas a bottom-up
approach in which the common citizen becomes the watch-guard is referred to as inverse [141].
Bentham became aware of the possible negative impact that constant surveillance of the state and
the public could produce on the prisoners’ sensibilities, and therefore suggested that the prisoner
wear a disguise. The mask would conceal the individual’s identity while each unique disguise,
would represent the crime that was committed. Hence, Bentham did make a frail attempt to resolve
the way in which the apparatus’ constancy could impair one’s well-being [8].
The Panopticon illustrated here is merely representational, as the physical apparatus of
control is being reflected upon as a means of the reader relating to the modern-day ideological
shift within organizational control that is designed to turn the gaze of the end-user, the prisoner,
[the employee, the soldier] and such, to self-monitoring. Western civilization that once employed
an external gaze that had previously sought a voice in politics, for instance, is being turned from
outside within. According to Ann Light, digital technology is promoting this shift [6].

5.1.5. Discussion: The Impact of Subdermal-tech Constancy
Whether this surveillance transpires every moment of every day [175], or just in the sanctioned
individual’s mind is of little importance as it is the unknown or fear of what is “ever-lurking” that
has the greatest potential to negatively impact the human psyche. When the interrogator is no
longer human but the receptor is a machine there is something even more demoralizing that
transpires as the removing of human contact can be likened to placing the prisoner in a type of
mechanical quarantine [6, 15].
Embedded surveillance devices (although currently only engineered to accommodate
short-range, such as within a correctional facility), can be considered as the all-seeing pervasive
eye, the interrogator. However, the individual being tracked may lack knowledge about what is
on the other side; which is the receptor. This can create a greater monster than real-life as it adds
insurmountable pressure due to the unknown and the inability to understand the boundaries and
limitations of the surveillance technology. This becomes that much more of an infringement when
the device is placed under the individual’s skin. Illustratively speaking, rather than seeing it as it
is, such as, a mark of servitude, a passive [non-synoptic] information bank, a personal identifier,
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or a location monitor, the inductive coupling device has potential to be mistakenly deemed as the
predator. In support of this notion, modern-day scholars are referring to the reader as the
interrogator [88].
As earlier stated, in this instance, the external public gaze of the community and the state
will shift from the external all-seeing eye, to that which is internalized—regardless of whether the
device is passive or active. Over and above Foucault’s notion of self-policing, this process could
be further accentuated due to the person’s inability to comprehend the full purpose or limitations
of the surveillance ID system in which they are under. This internalization has potential to create
a feeling of “the beast within” rather than the threat being from without. The writer[s] of this paper
argue[s] that this form of internalization of the gaze within the body will heighten the negative
impact on one’s psyche—ultimately negatively impacting one’s state of consciousness [176].
In this sense Bentham’s panoptic vision was never really defeated but now merely
considered at a higher level of sophistication or barbarianism—depending on which way it is
looked upon. Rather than institutions embracing practices designed to rehabilitate the prisoner,
and bring the individual to an eventual state of freedom, bio-tech adoption could impair in the
recovery process—its constancy heightening psychological fears—making it near impossible to
ever be disabled within the mind of the end-user. Hence, as Bentham’s notion of a free-enterprise
is accepted on a much more hidden level, and the self turns to policing one’s own actions [6], this
utter enclosure can be argued to lead the human body to a state of utter docility. This is a subject
of debate for psychologists, bioethicists and social scientists alike, and in support of the
phenomenologist must also include ‘the insider’s perspective’ [105] as well.

5.2. CONCLUDING SOCIOLOGY OF THE DOCILE BODY
Imprisonment is transpiring on many levels, and can be argued as being the system that has
led Western civilization incrementally to the place it is today, where moral relativism is ruling the
people, causing the moral voice of conviction designed for political and public engagement [169],
to be displaced for a turning inward to oneself as a forms of self-expression [15]. This may be
viewed as the result of top-down governing institutes esteeming systematic rationale over the
individuals’ voice—inadvertently marginalizing the embodied-self over other forces such as the
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economy. As the ruling system continues to over extend its control, it ever-so-gently coerces
society in one direction only, massaging the spirit of Epicureanism which endorses human passion
to have it full reign over one’s own body, as the final self-embodied means of conveying a
message. Whereas the governing institutions can easily rule over a docile society. In this sense
bio-tech with its constancy may be viewed as just one more apparatus designed to control the
mind—although hidden, it most certainly is invasive. With current considerations for adoption it
brings Orwell’s claim to the forefront when he wrote: “Nothing was your own except the few cubic
centimetres inside your skull” [177], p. 27.
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CHAPTER SIX

GENERAL DISCUSSION:
RESEARCH FINDINGS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1. GENERAL DISCUSSION
Altering the human body through the-use-of technology has been practiced since the early
ages, and yet the latest phenomenon of permanently altering the body through amalgamating
technology over-and-above restorative health practices is quite another [71, 80, 119, 123, 150].
Regardless of technologies utility, humanity turning inward to remake one’s body is being deemed
a cultural marker of post-modernism [4]. Consumerization of one’s physical body [80] and the
acceptance thereof is being given preeminence, such as through early adopters, Science Fiction
films, TV programs, and fiction novels with a propensity to target ever-diverse audiences—
creating a malaise that is lulling the masses [24]. As such, it is easy to perceive just how that an
infiltration of media that highly controls which message is conveyed [42] is paving the way for
Corps and conglomerates—investing in skin-embedded and wireless Nanotech—to apply
advertising techniques that endorse such products (i.e. the RFID or NFC CHIP) as an undetected
marketing snare. Perhaps, not as the next post-modern super-man, but certainly [20, 92, 93, 99]
under the banner of creating safer communities, preventing money laundering and identity-theft—
offering safe transacting, even locating missing children [36]. Such a market positioning is not
without scrutiny [42]. Various research findings reflect how that such promises [41] are largely
misguided [36]. For example, as earlier disclosed RFID containing GPS tracking are too large to
be inserted under the skin—highly limited to short-range monitoring with no real GPS capabilities
[88]. Regardless the nature of this thesis is not an attempt to dispute subdermal tech capabilities,
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rather is a human rights exercise. As such it asks questions such as whether various methods of
marketing, (i.e. the ‘get chipped’ message) is softly coercing civility in one direction only—
preying on societal fears [42]—while offering the solution to usher in our world utopia?
This collection of research illustrates ways that wireless, skin-embedded and subcutaneous
tech practices are rapidly evolving with one innovation replacing the next—quickly swallowing
up the former—as a new type of disruptive technology [93]. As such it demonstrates how that the
propensity [120] of individuals turning inward—using technology to remake the human body—
coupled with a consumerist mentality may marginalize individuals who refuse a full wireless
dependency. Whether deemed unsustainable due to the lack of accessibility, unaffordability, or
resulting from disruptive technologies, former wire-dependent services then have potential to
erode and become obsolete, resulting in a loss of consumer choice. As such the wireless movement
has potential to invoke a type of blind-coercion [29], where the individual is forced into
unconsented adoption, without means to function and communicate within the community and
commerce, due to a lack of wire-dependent services required for subsisting [5, 24, 29]. Perhaps
this and of itself is not substantive enough to question the uncritical band-wagon effects of the
wireless industry [39], however, when coupled with potential for wireless tech to become bodyembedded the discussion becomes inescapable. A discussion that shifts from the individual’s
internal locus of control to the external [52] and back again. As such, the purpose of briefly relating
the unsettled debate on the safety of wireless tech and its Radio Frequency Fields (RFF’s) [35, 37,
40, 86, 88] is three-fold: firstly, to show how the current unprecedented “bandwagon effect” [39]
may be deemed as disruptive [93] and as such has potential to create an imbalance of powers,
secondly, to link the debate on whether wireless constancy may be deemed to negatively impact
humanity on a psychological level making discussions relevant to individual moral-autonomy [35,
41, 63, 64], and thirdly, due to the innovators’ current preoccupation in going subdermal [36]—
moving from without to within [6-8]. Whereas there is a new post-modern phenomenon for the
individual as well as sub-cultures to remake the human body, such as through the aid of technology,
and whereas, wearables and wireless information technologies, (i.e. interact debit cards, SIN’s,
DL’s) are also being marketed and sold as skin-embedded computing, it brings former and present
discussions surrounding both the safety as well as human rights of moral autonomy to the forefront
[5, 6, 24, 29, 36].
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The previous chapters offer evidence of the steep innovation and adoption curve—offering
a trajectory of Personal Augmentation practices (See Appendix 2)—suggesting the time to ensure
wire-dependent alternatives are safe-guarded, is now. This researcher shows just how through
removing former mechanisms, such as land-line communications, former bartering systems, along
with removing the cash currency has potential to shift balance of powers in to the hands of those
who hold the largest stakes—whom then decide the fate of the future—determining what
innovation will replace the former, such as by endorsing the latest trends. Whereas the consumer
needs to continue to evolve with services and technologies, in-order-to live in community—
accepting what innovations are available as-a-means to communicate and transact combined with
the governments need to sustain the economy may leave civility with no alternative but to move
to a full wireless tech dependency. This in-and-of itself has its own set of environmental
implications and concerns, however, as an unsettled debate may lack the evidence necessary to
draw a line of distinction when it comes to individual moral autonomy, in-particular with rights of
refusal.
It may be safely argued that forcing consumer adaptation—due to a lack of alternatives—
reflects an infringement on individual moral autonomy, and when it comes to wireless tech going
subdermal it takes discussions surrounding the right of body-ownership to a new level. After a
thorough literature review this researcher suggests rights of moral autonomy is not at risk of being
lost due to enforced bio-chipping laws or mandatory top-down legislation, but rather due to an
imbalance of control in the industry such as resulting from former wire-dependent mechanisms
eroding, no longer deemed cost-efficient in sustaining [97], and therefore being replaced with
systems designed with an ultimate end-goal of becoming skin-embedded. The various case
examples gathered throughout the previous chapters show evidence that such a movement has
gone from a mere mirage off in the distance to an actual present-day reality [20, 71, 119].
Within the National Defence sphere (in particular based upon USA findings) various
scientists and researchers are concerned [26, 34, 53], with brain chips’ dual application—being
marketed for restorative health measures, such as to treat dementia or combat PTSD in soldiers or
war veterans, [32, 34, 84] while possessing capabilities that go beyond—making considerations
for top-down fielding even more problematic. This coupled with the notion that soldiers are
believed to possess less freedom [43] than the common civilian, warrants the need for additional
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discussions on the social and ethical implications, pertaining to soldiers’ freedoms and aspects of
individual moral autonomy including the need to establish levels of human freedom [5].
Although scientific progression may be commended, such as the way in which innovations
are being used to aid in communications, promote progress, as well as maintain and improve the
quality of human life, such as through the aid of Western Biomedical Science, this researcher in
no-wise endorses the popularized Westernized ideology [70] that a techno-human-amalgamation,
transhumanism or cyborg adaptation [30] is required to progress historically. Rather, accepting
one’s innate human limitations, (including the very real plight of human suffering) is part of
accepting one’s humanity [178]. As such what is required in order that civility continues to
progress towards greater levels of self-actualization is not a science that remakes the humanity
identity, (i.e. above and beyond restorative health practices that maintain our current functionality)
but rather a reeducation of what it means to be fundamentally-human—a preoccupation of ancient
day, and down through the ages to our current day [115]—bringing together the past, present and
future.
Regardless, it is imperative to note that neither is this thesis arguing that such freedoms of
human expression (i.e. rights over one’s body) be taken away—rather that civil rights laws be
viewed through a lens of moral universals [14] including limitations, such as a ‘Do yourself no
harm” clause [11]. As such, just how one chooses to exercise right of moral autonomy is not a
“free-for-all”. It may safely be argued that contained within aspects of bodily integrity—connotes
a proper respect to one’s physical being. As such, it may be argued that Body-integrity does not
equate the avoidance of human suffering [178], pertaining to natural causes, and as such directly
combats aspects of the most recent ruling of Bill c-14, such as that embraces a Western Biomedical
Science stance, with no consideration for alternative methods of healing [1]. As such, when it
comes to physicians’ deciding the date-of-death, such as for the critically ill, there is a
responsibility to acknowledge alternatives means of healing do exist and based on religious
freedoms, as resting on the early-church perspective is necessary to protect freedom of choice, inparticular with pro-life endeavors. This includes, allowing pure faith teachings to once again be
permitted in our Universities. As currently there is evidence of untold volumes of faith accounts—
Pis'-tis phenomena that transpires on a moment-by-moment basis that defy the laws of Western
Biomedical Science [1]. While this is a discussion that may be built on should allowance arise, the
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critical focus of addressing this recent legislation is to argue for limitations of self-harm—assisted
or otherwise.
Currently, outside of various organizational restrictions the individual still has jurisdiction
to choose for oneself in the interchange with body-modifying practices as well to accept or refuse
wireless tech. However, what happens if freedom of choice remains, but no viable alternative is
offered? For example, if new policy was erected to prohibit the manufacturing of plastic, due to
its toxicogenic qualities, whereby creating new environmental regulations, and then current plastic
ID cards (i.e. SIN) were displaced for the latest innovation, such as a subdermal radio-frequency
ID’s, and if this new form of identification was marketed without viable alternatives for those who
refuse adaptation, then the restriction of additional services would be inadvertently obstructing
freedom of choice. Even though this may catch us all unaware, it would still equate a despotic
system—although blindly transpiring [24]. This type of restriction results in a loss of freedom
even though it may not be directly imposed. And so, such questions need to be asked now rather
than later, as we do not resist any one-said technology—as all have a multiplicity of applications—
however, we do resist its measure of implementation, should it surpass humanity’s willingness to
adapt [36]. This leads to the need to examine the “wireless bandwagon effect” and its safety and
sustainability for future posterity.

6.2. SATISFYING RESEARCH MANDATES
Once again, the three primary mandates of this thesis are as follows: (i) To collaborate with
cross-disciplines—making this project Interdisciplinary in scope.

The purpose of this

collaboration is to present (ii) research findings that support and correspond with (iii) policy
recommendations subsequently offered for the government as well as those with decision-making
authority. This advocacy endeavor is offered as-a-means to safe-guard basic human rights within
an era of uncritical acceptance of body-modifying technologies coupled with exponential growth
of the wireless industries with Nano transacting and information technologies that are now being
soft-marketed as subdermal. The research mandates as previously outlined are satisfied as follows:
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6.2.1. INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH COLLABORATION
As an interdisciplinary effort this thesis project cites and brings together over 180 additional
researchers, writers and practitioners that have preoccupied their work with discourse surrounding
the timely and needed debate on wireless and subdermal technologies in relation to the individual’s
rights of acceptance as well as rights of refusal. In having said this, this thesis builds on and helps
to contextualize additional bodies of research in-as-much that articles have been found relating to
each subject matter. In this sense it is very much a collaboration endeavor.
This project contextualizes research findings from a variety of journals, articles, books and
media reports including but not limited to the following cross disciplines, forums, policy and
legislation:

Nature Biotechnology, International Defence Summits, Pharmacare, USA and

Canadian Military Journals, Social Theory Texts, Social-economics, Environment and Sustainable
Development policy, Social Justice Theory, Parliament of Canada Statues, Policy on Technology
Risk Analysis, Popular Media, Conference Series, Computer Law and Science Reviews, RFID
Journals, Law and Policy for Information Society, Tri-Council Policy Statement(s), Psychological
Review(s), WHO Report(s), IEEE International Symposiums on Technology and Society as well
as personal communications with a variety of specialists engaged in co-joining areas of research.
The various views on these ongoing discussions, texts, reports, books, symposiums and
legislation are presented within this thesis as a cohesive-whole. As such, although this researcher
takes a direct position pertaining to human rights as well as limitations of body ownership, it is not
as a stand-alone, rather offered as a shared perspective that is then contrasted to opposing
sentiments. In other words, this work is brought together in-order to present an interpretive bioethics approach which is substantiated based on a Social Contract Methodology—dependent on a
mutual cooperation between the people and the state where certain rights are forfeited [12], (i.e.
such as rights to privacy of information deemed as a lesser good), in exchange for protection and
security [5].

6.2.2. RESEARCH FINDINGS: IDENTIFYING GAPS IN POLICY
The following research findings are selected as directly relating to subsequent
recommendations. As such, not all aspects of the four main chapters (two through five) are
reiterated rather the most relevant findings.
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As a-means-to make these research findings more manageable it is divided between two
spheres as classified throughout. Firstly, it presents that which resides within the individual’s
direct locus—directly relating to the individual’s moral autonomy, such as in the interchange with
body-modifying technologies and secondly that which may be deemed as residing without, looking
at the wireless industry and the unsettled debate pertaining to psychological health implications,
such as due to its constancy [6-8].

6.2.2.1. FINDINGS ON THE INDIVIDUAL’S RIGHT OF MORAL AUTONOMY
As previously outlined, the primary research mandate of this thesis is to inform government
policy on issues relevant to individual’s moral autonomy in the interchange with body-modifying
technologies. In doing so the following research findings are now presented, as-a- means to
identify current gaps in policy and invoke a call to reexamine legislation.
i.

Findings on Drawing the Plumb Line: Subdermal Tech

Consistently, throughout this research the polarity between imposed-order versus freely
adopting is presented. This research does not argue against bio-tech evolution but rather supports
rights of refusal—regardless of the technology’s utility. Although the bottom line—referred
throughout as the “plumb line” is not defined by the device’s application, regardless, its utility
should not be ignored. Illustratively speaking, a sub-dermal needle used to insert an embedded
RFID, such as the former VeriChip™ [46] presents various social and ethical implications.
For one, the fact that the process itself requires a bodily insertion automatically sparks
concerns of moral autonomy when it comes to rights of refusal as well as rights of adopting.
Secondly, the utility of the device adds a technological feature by way of a human machine
meshing that extends beyond that which is biologically innate. As illustratively outlined, these
types of chip adaptations in-and-of-itself does not directly act as a restorative health medical
mechanism—such as various Bio-tech Implants, Prostheses, Anthroscopy products or Internal
fixations designed to replace non-functioning or missing body-parts, but rather adds additional
components that are not ‘innate to being’—as previously defined [1, 3, 23]. Whereby, its utility
changes innate human capabilities with human augmentation practice that remake and redefine.
Such cyborg manifestos challenge centuries of philosophical discourse [3, 22] that concerned itself
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what is ‘being’? [3] and what it means to be human? [23]. Accepting such a remaking, heightens
the discussion from an individual right to ramifications that are of national and international
consequence—making considerations for fielding and/or rights of refusal a universal concern,
whereby creating a trichotomy that in no wise should be ignored. Regardless of its relevance to
International relations, once again, the dividing line is based on individual rights of bodyownership—being one’s physical capital [27].

ii.

Findings on Bioethics Concerns: Informed Consent and gaps in Policy

Ensuring moral autonomy is supported requires various tiers of consideration. While it is
important to ensure ethics boards, tri-council policy boards as well as other regulatory boards, Acts
and legislation align, the voice of the individual end-user/refuser is also equivalent in importance.
As such, imperative questions must be asked: During the informed consent process, what was the
consent process comprised of?
When it comes to informed consent, additional questions may be asked: What alternatives or
additional options were given? For example, when it came to implementation of the microchip for
high-risk patients (i.e. the VeriChip™) [46], were test subjects properly informed of the existing
dispute on the potential health risks pertaining to radio-active exposure? When it came to the
implementation—the actual injection of these research patients, was attention given as to whether
the process involved any type of soft-coercion? For example, were words used to stimulate fear,
such as creating the patient with concern that they may not receive the same level of care should
they refuse being chipped? This is far from insignificant as fear-based rhetoric is a form of undue
stimuli. While all these questions are of high significance and , they are offered in conjunction to
additional bioethics concerns such as: possible risks of EMF’s exposures [37], what does the
aftercare model involve for patients infused with non-functioning microchips, are correctional
facilities and National Defence on the verge of adopting bio-devices that have a panoptic presence
whereby the tech’s constancy may negatively infringe on the human psyche [6]? Perhaps the most
relevant finding is that the former VeriChip™ company implemented microchips in high-risk
patients in the face of the USA previous anti-chipping laws[36].
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iii.

Findings on Protecting Individuals from Self-harm: Right of Body Ownership
and Limitations

It is understood, that although this work collaborates with other researchers, one main
position of this research is distinctly novel in that it contains a ‘do yourself no harm’ clause, such
as when it comes to limitations on rights of self-governorship over one’s own body. Not to say
that such a clause does not already exist, but thus far, no current policy or legislation has been
found by this researcher that distinctly safe-guards a populace that may be deemed as the most
volatile, such as those at high risk of suicide. If in fact there is policy in place, it certainly is in
theory only, and not in deed and therefore needs to be reexamined and explicitly stated. For
example, currently hospital personnel are instructed not to inhibit a patient from attempting to
commit suicide, until at which point the person is unconscious. As a result our most vulnerable
are being refused hospitalization when indeed they are seeking help [62].
Intrinsically connected to individual moral autonomy is the notion that rights of selfgovernance, in the interchange with body-modifying technologies, includes an element of respect
being given to one’s own body and therefore built in is a non-verbalized rationale that body
integrity automatically connotes limitations on self-harm. As such, pertaining to free-adopters,
there is a need to reestablish legislation that ensures intervention through protective measures, such
as for individuals engaging in physical harm that may be the result of psychotic disorders, such as
teenager engaging in ‘cutting’ [87]. And yet, to draw a line of distinction between psychotic
disorders, such as this and libertarianism acts wherein the individual is expressing freedom over
one’s own body, such as due to group affiliation, is of no easy task. Especially with the potential
of “othering”—and over grouping [15]. And yet, can it justly be argued that one form of cutting
is irrational (i.e. teenage cutting) and the other form of cutting is rational (i.e. skin lacerating due
to group affiliation)? It is easy to see that such an argument has no universal moral; and so how
then can one be condemned while the other justified?
In earlier findings in Chapter four, free-adopter practices were explored. Derived from
information that free-adopters’ disclosed, body-modifying practices were most often viewed by
themselves as calculative and holding some form of significance, such as group affiliation [15, 25,
80]. In one such case, body-modifiers’ classified their own acts as Modern Primitivism [103]—a
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movement fathered by Fakir Musafar. In non-mainstream body modifying circles practices are
often more radical and lean towards sadomasochistic acts, such as, individual’s lacerating their
bodies [25], removing healthy limbs, piercing the body with giant hooks and hanging from the
ceiling—creating a breach between intent and consequence [25]. After studying such practices, it
is without hesitation this researcher argues that many acts extend far beyond mere aesthetic
preference and are highly leaning towards sadomasochistic [15] acts involving needless forms of
self-harm. And so, it is easy to ask whether an unconstrained exercise of human liberties over
ones’ own body may inadvertently place individual rights of self-governance in jeopardy?
While the free-adopters’ intent was reported as-a-means to reinforce ownership of one’s own
body, while strengthening a collective solidarity, such as that defies cultural norms, however,
researchers fear that the consequences may result in something quite different. Through a loose
classification of such sub-groups comes potential for a top-down evaluation of such practices
through the act of “othering” [80]. An additional perspective was found in a Canadian Military
Journal. Michaud-Shields argues that those whom engage in practices such as on-body computing
or gene manipulation—may be paving the way for a higher level of social acceptance that in turn
may inversely put pressures on the military to accept new forms of human augmentation for the
soldier [26]. This was disclosed along with a trajectory showing a levelling-out of early adopters’
Personal Augmentation practices by 2017-2020 (see Appendix 2).
In addition to these findings, additional forms of body-remaking, such as tattooing, adding
embedded tech for texture purposes only—such devices have no functioning capacity (i.e. nonactive RFID’s), rather its sole purpose is to remake the human identity through the aid of
technology. Some such reasoning rested on aesthetic value, sexual appeal, group affiliation, or
the mere shock value. Regardless, it may be argued that such acts are of one’s own volition.
Although this researcher does not promote any forms of moral or cultural relativistic acts, rather
argues for moral universals [12], neither have such practices been disclosed to suggest that such
rights be taken away.
As a side note and leaning towards the research findings that support conservatism the
following finding is offered:
It is suggested that the amalgamation of human and machine is currently transpiring under a softsell, with an array of user-friendly terms, [such as ‘get chipped’]. All which contain a certain
allurement—pleasing to our sensory experience with a promise to alleviate fearful situations. And
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so, the media that controls the message may be argued as preying on the fears of the public and as
such are not without scrutiny [42].

While suggesting restrictions on such propaganda may appear arbitrary, considering the
West’s current state of derision, with impressionable minds receiving mixed messages, whereby
acting out horrific acts, including but not limited to various forms of self-mutilation, in which they
may have once viewed and idealized through uncensored media, this concern should at least be
deemed note-worthy. Regardless, this researcher is not suggesting that a line should be drawn by
determining what media to restrict and what to permit. Rather this researcher suggests that Canada
legislation needs to be evaluated, suggesting a body-integrity Act may need to be established that
is co-joint with self-harm limitations.
Freedom to choice is more specifically referred to as right to body-integrity [9] and right to
exercise one’s moral autonomy has a built-in imperative, free of constraints, in-so-much the
individual is acting in a rational compacity—this automatically presumes one is not engaging in
self-harm.
It is understood, that although this work collaborates with other researchers, one main
position of this thesis is distinctly novel in that it contains a ‘do yourself no harm’ clause, such as
when it comes to limitations on rights of self-governorship over one’s own body. Not to say that
such a clause does not already exist, but thus far, no current policy or legislation has been found
by this researcher that distinctly safe-guards a populace that may be deemed as the most volatile,
such as those at high risk of suicide. If in fact there is policy in place, it certainly is in theory only,
and not in deed and therefore needs to be reexamined and explicitly stated. Currently hospital
personnel are instructed not to inhibit a patient from attempting to commit suicide, until the point
the person is unconscious [75].
When it comes to such behavior, currently, there is a gap in practice whereby individuals are
not properly protected, whether threatening self-destructive measures or exhibiting suicidal
tendencies [5, 12]. Our current reality is, individuals threatening bodily-harm and/or have recently
attempted suicide are being refused a hospital bed, this is often transpiring without them being
seen by an attending physician. A ruling wrongly being justified as a means to alleviate the strain
on the medical field and health-care system (i.e. NB Medicare), with a most recent 2017 press
release where a daughter exposures that her father’s suicide happened after he was refused
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hospitalization [62]. This is just one more example of how the value of human life is being
subjugated beneath the value of the dollar (i.e. the economic system).
iv.

Findings on Persons at Risk of Top-down Implementation: Workplace,
Correctional Facilities and the Military

Persons within the workplace that are subject to mandatory body-modifications (i.e.
vaccinations) are those at risk of jeopardizing another’s safety, such as a health practitioner and
their patients. Such is the case with hospital personnel requiring specific vaccinations, so they not
put patients in harm’s way of contracting certain viruses or diseases while under the practitioner’s
care [43]. This may justly fall under the banner of exercising “Duty of Care”. However, the latest
Wisconsin case where employees were chipped is not so easy to justify. Firstly, from the reported
findings this implementation was not free of forms of soft-coercion as both financial incentives
(where the RFID was paid by the employer) as well as work-place promotions (i.e. a get-chipped
party), including media exposure opportunities [85].
Isaac Rosenberg argues, “not surprisingly, critics and privacy advocates are wary of subdermal RFID implants, fearful that only a fine line separates relatively innocuous, voluntary
implantation from arbitrary government-mandated implantation” [79] p. 1. Tocqueville argued
that governing institutes which are softly-despotic give the public a sense of still being in control,
when in fact, it is just a malaise. In actuality they are being herded in one specific direction
although often unaware to themselves. [24, 172] Soft-despotism16 does not break the will but
rather:
It softens them, bends them and directs them. Rarely does it force one to act but it constantly opposes
itself to one's acting on one's own. It does not destroy, it prevents things from being born, it extinguishes,
it stupefies […] (Rahe, P., et. Al after Tocqueville, A., 2009).

This thesis argues, it is freedom of moral autonomy that separates a democratic governing
system from one that is despotic (i.e. softly-despotic)17, as such it becomes necessary to endeavor
to keep equality among all stakeholders. Hence, it becomes important to reinstate just where to
draw the line of separation differentiating between democratic values versus imposed order. As
such, the danger is not so much the threat of imposing the usage but rather a result of no

16
17

See Appendix 1
See Appendix 1
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alternatives. However, there are those individuals who are argued to possess less freedom than the
average citizen and therefore at higher risk of top-down implementation. As such it becomes
necessary to present these groups of persons and provide research findings that discuss various
levels of human freedom.
Within the military sphere as well as other types of organizational confines, this researcher
argues that body-modifications requiring subcutaneous practices is a matter which concerns itself
with body-integrity and as such is a subject of one’s moral freedom [128] although containing
limitations of self-harm [61] as aforementioned. Whether the individual exercises one’s rights to
such a freedom is not the issue at hand, but rather that the individual be granted the opportunity,
with appropriate means and viable alternative free from top-down constraints, once again, in-somuch that such individuals are not engaging in bodily harm, practiced amiss. As such, and as
previously discussed, a soldier that puts oneself in the line of fire while protecting one’s country
is not engaging in needless bodily-harm of one’s own accord as a form of self-exploitation. As
such this individual has not forfeited rights of moral autonomy in exchange for their role in the
military.
According to researchers, such as Patrick Lin, et. al., it has been uncovered that a soldier is
perceived by the Army to possess a lesser degree of ownership and freedom over one’s body than
a common civilian [43]. Likewise, army regulation is not always adhered to, as illustrated by a
previous case-study (a personal memoir of a soldier vehemently coerced, by his commanding
officer, to swallow a non-mandatory medication). This typifies another gap between theory and
actuality, between work-place policy and actual fielding practices [43], whereas such a refusal
could have just as easily of been medicine administered through a subdermal needle.
Another sector of persons at risk of top-down implementation are the incarcerated, the
prisoner, or those whom are deemed as posing a threat to the security and safety of the community
at large, such as those who are on parole. Illustratively speaking, according to Rosenberg, the
involuntary chipping of sex offenders “Remains implicitly on the table, even in the states where
legislation has banned involuntary implementation altogether” [26] p. 1. Should this method of
prisoner surveillance replace the current ankle bracelet, cybernetics could realistically shape up to
be a mechanism to replace former banished penal measures, prevailing as the new Panopticon
[6]—a panoptic presence that was once deemed as dehumanizing and as such was previously
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abolished and overturned. It has been said, “if we do not know the past mistakes of our history,
we are bound to repeat them” (paraphrased) [115].
It becomes necessary here to differentiate between various levels of human freedom, such
as previously established. George Grant [5, 42] distinguishes between a loss of spatial freedom,
such as being incarcerated as the result of a crime committed, from that of a loss of moral
freedom—a freedom that is more intrinsically linked with one’s moral autonomy. As such, this
researcher adopts Grant’s perspective and complex argument that seeks to substantiate individual’s
'moral autonomy’ as being of ‘the highest good’. As such it whereby transcends lesser goods,
such as spatial freedom [5] or other rights such as information privacy [36, 129]. If microchipping
is permitted within correctional facilities, it moves beyond a Synoptic centralization of information
[7], such as resulting in a loss of information privacy, to impinging on the human psyche, due to
the constancy of a Panoptic presence [6, 8].
Although, a prisoner may rightfully be confined territorially, and be subject to a loss of
spatial freedom it’s radically different from being refused the right to exercise moral freedom.
Removing the incarcerated right to exercise one’s judgment in the interchange with bodymodifying technologies, such as taking away the right to refuse chipification—whether for
identification or short-range tracking or activity monitoring [6], is a movement that is highly
Panoptic—a suggested penal restructuring that was overthrown due to its dehumanization
characteristics [6]. In Chapter five this practice has been evaluated for high potential to negatively
impact the human psyche—incapacitating individuals whom have been incarcerated with the sole
intent of rehabilitating and returning as active citizens into community.
v. Findings on Legislation: Efforts to Erect Bodily Integrity Act
Pertaining to previous attempts in resurrecting such Acts, although Albrecht’s, USA
"Bodily Integrity Act," of 2007 was never endorsed [9], yet there have been past-anti-chipping
laws previously in place [36] but since have been overthrown. This brings researcher William
Herbert’s claim to the forefront with his timely question, “Will the Law Keep pace […]?” If
legislation (in this case, within USA) were keeping up, how then were previous anti-chipping laws
over-turned in order that the former VeriChip™ (RFID bio-chipping system) was able to be
implemented in USA hospitals? [17] And to think that this movement almost became widesweeping only acts to emphasis the need to reexamine legislation here within Canada to ensure
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basic rights of refusal are safe-guarded. In one aspect the VeriChip™ may have passed by hospital
regulation due to it being deemed as a health measure, however, this device was not a medical
device; it contained individualized medical records—building in to humanity a component that
changed the fundamental meaning of being human. Although there was no imposed order, there
is a high potential undue stimuli was involved, whether resulting from fear-based rhetoric or
patients concerns of not receiving ample care or expediential treatment as opposed to those patients
freely accepting the RFID chip [36].
The above findings pertain to issues that directly relate to the individual right of moral
autonomy. These findings are subdivided, secondly examining that which is external to the
individual’s direct locus of control and yet in many aspects not exempt from investigating as a
human rights concern—pertaining to one’s moral autonomy in-particular with the current
propensity to market wireless devices that now has full capacity to become body-integrated.
vi. Findings on Ensuring Alternatives: Keeping Cash in Community
Chapter three has outlined step-by-step how that a full reliance on the Wireless Industry will
further marginalize the already impoverished, while restricting basic rights and freedoms. It has
exposed possible incentives that may be given to the public, which has been interpreted as a form
of soft-coercion—adding undue duress to adopt new technological practices. This is coupled with
new bioethics implications with wireless Nano tech’s capacity to go subdermal—'under the skin’
thereby replacing former non-embedded tech such as for the purpose of transacting (i.e. bank card
with magnetic-strips and RFID chips) [92].
As aforementioned, pertaining to keeping cash in commerce, one research finding states that
half of Brits population are excepted to accept moving into a cashless society, where cash is
replaced by new technologies [92]. And now Canada has its own trajectories, arguing much the
same. Interestingly, the claim for Canadians have little substantiation as no public referendum
was administered, at least none that was inclusive to the entire populace rather was based on a
mere public survey [179]. Pertaining to such claims, the very fact that the wireless debate on
public safety is unsettled, may be argued as just cause to preserve wire dependent systems that do
not require adoption of the industry’s latest wireless innovation to survive. Regardless, this is an
argument that in-and-of itself and is separate from the central theme of this thesis. A theme that
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focuses on individual rights to self-govern body-modifying practices as it directly relates to one’s
moral autonomy.
A full wireless dependency to transact, purchase goods and function in commerce has
potential to heighten an imbalance of powers where the industry decides what innovation replaces
the former—whereby removing freedom of choice from the people. This full dependency has
potential to demote governments from its due level of jurisdiction over the people, as the need to
stabilize the economy out-weighs lesser goods—resting on principals such as the ‘hierarchy of
human needs’ [98].
The reasoning and way in which the wireless debate intercepts with this thesis is tripartite:
Firstly, the social implications of uncritical adoption have potential to infringe on basic human
rights and freedoms, such as through the erosion of former wire dependent industries and bartering
mechanism, including threats of removing cash in society. This in and of itself may not appear
central to this discussion, however, it rests on two additional implications that are central in theme.
Namely, because many such RFID devices have applications innovated and marketed for being
inserted under the skin [88, 93, 150]. And, due to the potential of wire-less tech’s constancy
negatively impacting the human psyche [106]. Although, as an unresolved debate [40], this is not
central to the theme, however, as a loop—with environmentalists research producing consistent
scientific data and reoccurring algorithms pertaining to findings on the wireless bandwagon [37],
neither should it be ignored. Regardless it is a separate study.
The innovator’s propensity to go smaller—ever more minute with an end-goal to
amalgamate with humanity is transpiring in the here-in-now. Such skin-embedded devices include
features such as: transacting, identification, short-range tracking, and storing vital information (i.e.
critical health records). Such technologies have been proven, no longer a mirage or a sci-fi
prediction, rather the various case studies cited has reflected such tech is currently being innovated,
engineered, marketed, fielded [19, 20, 33, 36, 37, 73, 88, 93, 99]. As such a final recommendation
is offered pertaining to wireless transacting that may be argued as on the threshold of being
implemented, such as by way of microchipping humans.
a. A Call to Keep Cash in Commerce
The call is set-forth to reestablish ways to function in commerce, without adopting wirelessdevices, (i.e. relegalize the former bartering or contra systems), as well as decide which current
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mechanisms should be maintained simultaneous while allowing designers and engineers to everevolve in new innovations.
This has been offered on the bases to establish a primary recommendation. The imperative
recommendation is thus set forth to ensure New Brunswick, CANADA, does not adopt the cashless society regime [92, 93, 99], understanding that sovereignty concerning such rights does not
only reside on a national level but also within provincial jurisdiction.
This researcher is not suggesting the innovation of subdermal RFID with banking capabilities
be band or legislation be erected such an anti-chipping laws, rather that the government ensure a
balance of the powers and rights of the individual is maintains through supporting additional or
former practices and industries. Namely, keep cash in society. This is necessary in order that, the
wire-less industries do not become the only remaining stakeholder or hold the majority-ofcontrol—whereby possessing the greatest bartering powers to select the latest innovative trend
where the products marketed becomes less about the consumers’ choice rather the end-user’s final
means.
It is suggested that the government Fund alternatives and new Innovations, in-order-to negate
the impact of disruptive technologies, such as the wireless industry, not be given free-reign to
infiltrate the entire market, (i.e. such as by selling out competitors through pricing that cannot be
competitively matched). Whereas such an imbalance of powers may eventually result in civility’s
freedom of choice be highly compromised. Once again, let’s look at how disruption may occur:
With international trade and a global economy an e-commerce could quickly swallow present
mechanisms (i.e. banking cards and cash), as the initial cost of implementation may be argued far
less than the cost of maintaining and policing a system against stolen-identity, money-laundering,
bank robberies and petty theft. Considering the state of the global economy and the need for the
government as well as conglomerates to cut-costs in hopes of stabilizing its fragility while
increasing profit margins, often leaves Corps endorsing cost-efficiency measures over quality of
customer service [180]—once again leaving the consumer at the mercy of the multi-nationals to
determine what innovations will remain and which will be phased-out. As such the people’s
government may side-step a complete wireless technology-dominance, by supporting new and
existing alternatives. Whereby it is recommendation the government ensure competitors remain
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intact (such as wire-dependent telecommunications landlines [37]) through considerable
investment reserved for sustaining necessary infrastructures.
It is essential to reiterate and understand that just because wireless industry usage is not being
enforced or made mandatory by state regulation, in-and-of itself does not ensure basic human
rights and freedoms will be protected. Perhaps most central to these research findings is the fact
that even if choice is left unmolested, but no alternatives remain that support former
infrastructures, (i.e. such as goods and services that are wire-dependent) than the movement is still
non-democratic. As such, protecting, promoting, and when necessary funding alternatives that aid
the individual to live in community, function in commerce and progress in self-actualization
becomes paramount.

6.3. CONCLUDING ANALYSIS
While bringing this discussion to a close and even with a stronger sense of urgency the
hypothesis remains that in order for state to ensure that the individual’s fundamental freedom and
rights are safe-guarded, governing institutes must ensure alternatives are in place in order for
‘persons to live in community’ [24], function in commerce, as well as progress towards ‘selfactualization’ [98] in a way that does not necessitate wireless and subdermal tech adaptation.
When it comes to claims of body-ownership, a primary focus is on human engineering that
require bodily-invasive practices—ranging in various levels of extremities. This was explored
through three different lenses—firstly, being the result of free-adopters, for example, due to
aesthetics preference or as a means of group affiliation [25, 103]. Secondly, a restorative health
perspective was offered, such as biomedical practice adopted due to a medical necessity. For
example, commonly used implantable biomedical devices, such as implantable cardioverter
defibrillators (heart pacemakers). And thirdly, subdermal adoption that transpires as the result of
organizational control was examined. For example, considerations to Augment Soldiers within
National Defence, such as using Biotech to create Super soldiers [16] as another form of Personal
Augmentation [26, 43, 45], as well as various forms of soft-coercion within the work-place [85].
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As a means to protect individuals from potential unknowns, this discussion thesis has been
offered—leading into concerns with loss of privacy due to its synoptic centralization [7], concerns
of negatively impinging on the human psyche due to its constancy [6], as well as loss of bodily
integrity [59] due to body-modifications that remove rights of refusal resulting from softlycoercing civility in one said direction. The concern exists regardless of whether the technology is
skin-embedded, such as RFID chips being considered for sex-offenders [79] as a type of postmodern panopticon [6] or is due to the social and environmental implications of external factors,
such as the ‘fright factor’—impinging on the human psyche due to its endless radiation exposures
as the result of shrinking untapped regions (i.e. not on the GRID) [6, 37, 106].
With potential for a grand-slide of wireless dependency ensuring individual rights are
protected becomes paramount, both inside and outside of organizations. This applies to all
persons, including free citizens (adopters/refusers) high-risk patients in the hospital, workers in
the workplace, prisoners in correctional facilities, as well as the soldier, such as employed by
National Defence. Illustratively speaking, fellow researchers have disclosed that soldiers are
currently considered to possess a lesser degree of rights over one’s body than the common citizen
[43]. This researcher offers various distinctions, arguing a soldier placing oneself in the line of
fire (as a-means to defend fellow Conrad’s and one’s country), is not one-in-the-same as forfeiting
one’s rights to refuse body-modifying or soldier augmentation practices, such as that leave the
individual in an altered state-of-being. Clearly, the most fundamental question is, “whose body is
it?” This researcher’s position is clearly articulated throughout—a stance that highly leans on
George Grant’s political writings that defend rights of ownership to reside with the individual
[5]—rightly containing limitations, such as “Do yourself no harm” [61].
This thesis has clearly shown steps how that a complete reliant on cyberspace has potential
to cause former wire-dependent infrastructures to erode, whereby placing the individual at the
mercy of the industry to decide what innovation will replace the former. With capitalists marketing
consumer spending behaviors—not only using algorithms to learn one’s preference of services and
goods—rather likely noting the ever greater openness to commoditize one’s own human body [80],
it is quite possible that free adoption practices are indeed influencing the steep innovation curve to
go subdermal.
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This researcher argues for means to promote and ensure a balance of power among the
various stake-holders, a discussion that must include the consumer whom are being targeted and
marketed at an exponential rate—a movement that may be deemed as softly coercing active
citizenry into one direction only. Hence an education of the state-of-play and its safety of the
wireless industry is highly suggested—including all key-stakeholders as well as the end-user
and/or end-refuser. This is highly recommended as-a-means to safe-guard without introducing
petty regulations for applicable industries, while still negating the possibility of primary control
residing within the jurisdiction of the wireless industry, ruling class or multinationals. This in turn
will help to transfer the responsibility back into the hands of the individual—making up the
general-populace as represented by the government. Whereas, the safety of the wireless industry
is unsettled, empirical studies should continue within the environmental and Sustainable
Development arena [37-39, 63, 64].
Due to the seriousness of the various discussions at hand, (i.e. such as adopting a full
cashless society), and the risk that such a move may pose to future posterity, proper management
involves a higher level of responsibility be placed on the government to ensure public safety. And,
yet it is understood that this responsibility should not be invoked by way of legislation, rather an
exercise of one’s own volition. Hence, while this should not be imposed through a hieratical
positioning of top-down control, prior to public referenda [146] or public poll where each citizen
vote is counted as a direct-transferrable vote, the public needs to be educated on both sides of this
debate. This is necessary in order that ensure an informed population that can adequately decide
on the moral good independent of undue soft-coercion.
Within the Social contract there is a mutual exchange of giving and receiving between the
state or government and the people, in as much as the rights of the public possess certain
limitations, likewise the control of the state has a certain obligation to its people [12]. To avoid or
hinder intellectual progression such as through not providing public service message on the depth
of such discussion is highly restrictive—leaving civility uninformed [29]. It is not possible to
maintain freedom of choice if knowledge is not made accessible. While moving towards a
sustainable future the opinion of the public is needed, not as a means of gathering insight for the
market-place but as a means of ensuring our technological progression mirrors a true reflection of
the needs and desires of the people.
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Without ensuring alternatives remain in place, the governing inadvertently places civility at
risk of being softly coerced in one direction. Such a move may also result in the government
having to enforce ever-greater and more complex regulatory usage policies, whereby tightening
top-down control on the people rather than loosening and freeing public choice to act in a way that
protects one’s own moral autonomy—being of the highest good [5].
Whereas wireless and bio-medical technology are being marketed and sold as being solely
for the betterment of human well-being, (i.e. bio-techno-medical devices [6, 31]) with additional
claims that subdermal tech may one-day be used to eradicate social inequalities—possessing the
potential to bring about world-wide emancipation [181] the need to legislate the individual’s right
of moral autonomy is brought to the forefront. As a position paper, this researcher, does not oppose
any one-said technology, or the rights of free-adopters, as tech’s applications are often multifaceted with a trichotomy of purposes. And yet, it is imperative to reaffirm, there is a vast
difference between using technology for restorative health versus, for example, utilizing
technology to end human life. Likewise, there’s a great divide between transhumanism practices
and free-adoption practices such as for aesthetic appeal and changing what it means to be human
Regardless the plumb line does not rest with the technology’s specific functionality, rather rests
with individual choice—in-so-much that the individual’s ‘will to good’ [5, 24, 115] remains intact.
This suggests the only sure way is for governments and consumers alike to invest in former wiredependent technologies and infrastructures that are not fully reliant on wireless mechanisms [39]
such as with an end-aim to ‘get under your skin’ [36].
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“Ultimately we know deeply that the other side of every fear is freedom”
(Mary Ferguson, 2009).
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FORWARD
The following is a critique of the feminist perspective of human and machine meshing; it is contrasted
to a power theory perspective. This was published previously as a commentary. Whereas it takes into
consideration the notion of artificial energy versus human spirit, is being used as an epilogue—a segue
to future work. It is important to state that these writings are not meant as a criticism to technological
advancement and that the RFID Implants are in mere reference to adding to humanity’s current
functionality—whereby redefining what it means to be human. The dichotomy of artificial energy versus
human spirit and one’s teleology is briefly discussed in leading up to an article entitled, “What Does it
mean to be Fundamentally Human” (Forthcoming, Bradley-Munn). And so, while this commentary
does not provide a thorough analysis of the feminist perspective it does suffice as an Epilogue to
potential future work.

7.1. INTRODUCTING A FEMINIST PERPSECTIVE
From a feminist perspective, Donna Haraway makes inference to a type of teleology within
technology itself that displaces the focus of the ideological historical culmination back to the actual
technology. Concerning cybernetics as a steering mechanism, Haraway writes [30]:
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The second leaky distinction is between animal-human (organism) and machine. Precybernetic
machines could be haunted; there was always the spectre of the ghost in the machine. This dualism
structured the dialogue between materialism and idealism that was settled by a dialectical progeny,
called spirit or history, according to taste. But basically machines were not self-moving, self-designing,
[and] autonomous. They could not achieve man's dream, only mock it. They were not man, an author to
himself, but only a caricature of that masculinist reproductive dream. To think they were otherwise was
paranoid. Now we are not so sure. Late twentieth-century machines have made thoroughly ambiguous
the difference between natural and artificial, mind and body, self-developing and externally designed,
and many other distinctions that used to apply to organisms and machines. Our machines are
disturbingly lively, and we ourselves frighteningly inert.

Haraway’s statement directs us to investigate technologies, such as the radio-frequency
identification (RFID) implant developments, and ask where are we headed and why? [For
example] are such devices being designed and engineered to replace former infrastructures that
have been in place to help monitor, control, and assist the activities of the general populace? [This
researcher suggests] that when reflecting on RFID implants, or other body-intrusive devices that
we do not switch the emphasis to the technology itself, as implantable devices are in a rapid state
of change with a utility that are both universally adaptable as well as individually exclusive. In
addition, the implant device itself is not to blame for negative social implications that might ensue.
It is an inanimate object, void of spirit, and has no motive or underlying teleology residing within
the technology itself. Rather, much the same as theorists of power have argued, there is a driving
force behind this movement in history that is external from the apparatus of control [77]. Whether
the motive behind this movement is intentional or inadvertently transpiring, […] is yet to be fully
unveiled. However, it surely has to do with a rhetoric of fear, an ‘adapt or die’ mentality.
If one were to endeavor to adopt the power theory perspective, cyborg monitoring
technology can be correlated with the interrogator (i.e., analogously the interrogator being the
human motive behind the RFID reader). It is here that Haraway has questioned whether technology
has any self-piloting nature. [While this researcher takes] the position that the machine does not
have a self-piloting nature or contain human spirit, current researchers are grappling to rationalize
whether technology has a teleology. It [is safely argued that active technologies do] have artificial
energy, and with the lines of distinction between human and machine being increasingly blurred,
this fusion of the human energy (spirit) and artificially generated energy has potential to take a
radical homogenous shift, [whereas] technology is being recharged through the human body in
which it is embedded. In the Journal of Medicine and Philosophy, Hoven and Vermaas write [89]:
Apart from a race to the bottom and the aim of making RFIDs smaller, [and more economical] one of
the research challenges is to make the chips self-sufficient and energy saving or even energy
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“scavenging,” in which case they will get energy from their environment in the form of heat, light or
movement.

7.1.1. Foucault versus Haraway
Contrary to Haraway’s perspective, Foucault views technological apparatuses as
containing no teleology other than what now can be traced as a device created by the industry to
parallel the mandate of its consumer. He argued that within the paradoxical relationship of society
and the state, society becomes a property of control. The institution [or the apparatus] becomes the
mere facility—not the source of control, not the controller, but the human-made structure—the
penal apparatus that simultaneously is established incrementally throughout history, as newer
structural mechanisms replace the former as-a-means to accommodate higher culminations of
canonized practices of knowledge. Such penal systems are designed to ensure civic control and
typify an ideologically-based governing order of practical rationale—a conscious goal [or logos]
[42] to see a job finished [182] referred to by the Greeks as the techne [42, 183].
[In-reference-to the techne—the technician if you will, and as a note-worth discussion,
Haraway also occupies her studies with the way in which technologies are ‘perceived’ as
containing a teleology. Similarly an analyses is found within “The autonomy of the technological
phenomenon” [184]. Pertaining to various conceptualisations held on the technological teleology,
Jacques Ellul argues that the embodied technician, the programmer, is intrinsically linked to the
way in which technology will be employed [185]. This leads into discussions of the innovator’s
intentions behind the design being paramount—making technology both a “friend and a foe” and
as such should not be innovated in isolation—[void of a bioethical framework] (parenthesis
added).

7.2. CRITICAL ANALYSIS
It is here [that this researcher] take[s] a stance [that differs both from the feminist theory
as well as] power theorists who argue that the leaders endorsing such shifts are consciously aware
of what is transpiring. Instead, it [may] be argued that they are being lead unconsciously, which
disqualifies the likelihood of a despotic conscious theoretical mind leading the endeavor. Instead,
view the motivating factor within the ruling class as a desire to move civility towards
emancipation—even a utopian world. However, in saying this, it becomes necessary to disclose
that although ridding humanity of social inequalities is highly prized, if this is done through a topdown insistence that leaves no room for fundamental human choice, then in this sense, the ruling
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class [may] be argued to share a common teleology that is [in fact] emotivistic18 [115, 186].
Whether this movement is driven by [overall global] economic disparity, the struggle for power,
or the threat of losing social control, the underlying current should be disclosed, for it all rests on
principles of fear.

18

See Appendix 1
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1: WORKING DEFINITIONS
Bio-tech (biotechnology) – in the broader sense involves “the use of living systems and organisms
to develop or make products”, however, this may also include "any technological application that
uses biological systems, living organisms, or derivatives thereof, to make or modify products or
processes for specific use" (UN Convention on Biological Diversity, Art. 2). Depending on the
tools and applications, it often overlaps with the (related) fields of bioengineering, biomedical
engineering, biomanufacturing, molecular engineering […]” (Wikipedia, 2017). For the most part,
the term ‘bio-tech’ is being used throughout this thesis, inversely. As such, it uses the latter
definition more broadly defined as a technological application amalgamated with physiological or
neurological human components through a sub-dermal procedure. For the most part, this term has
been chosen as a preferred alternative to the term ‘Cybernetics’, however, is also used
interchangeably with ‘subdermal tech’. By contrast, the term ‘bio-engineering’ actually may be
closer in scope, as it is defined as “a related field that more heavily emphasizes higher system
approaches (not necessarily the altering or using of biological materials directly) for interfacing
with

and

utilizing

living

things”

(Retrieved

on

Aug

11,

2017

from:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biotechnology). Another more recent term that is being widely
utilized is ‘embodied computing’ (see Andrew Iliadis’ website: FABRIC, 2017).
Cybernetic organism – “Manfred E. Clynes and Nathan S. Kline originally coined the term
cyborg—an abbreviation of cybernetic organism—in a 1960 article on the future of humans in
space. Cybernetics examines human physiology and neurology, looking at mechanical and
electrical replacements for these systems. An organism is a living being composed of various
structured systems and parts that operate [...]” (Klugman, C., 2001).
Egalitarian – does not refer to the collective identity of the community but rather refers to the
capacity of the individual to seek and grasp essential truth by way of revelation [“and/or”
cumulative knowledge], at which point the individual is orientated towards an egalitarian rather
than a hierarchical society (Grant, G. 1998:xvii).
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Electrosensitivity – “Perhaps the greatest risk of conducting research that extends beyond a pilot
study is that fear probing questions may trigger fear or hysteria in the public; it has been predicted
that by year 2017, some 50% of the Canadian population will have developed electrosensitivity”
(Nelson, J., 2011:2).
Emotivistic (Emotivism) – "the doctrine that all evaluative judgments and more specifically all
moral judgments are nothing but expressions of preference, expressions of attitude or feeling,
insofar as they are moral or evaluative in character" and as such are volatile and may be shaped by
the influence of external factors (MacIntyre, A. 1981:11-12).
Individual Sovereignty – Pertaining to an individual as a sovereign entity it is not possible to
investigate changes to one’s physiology with a view of what phenomenologists consider to be the
embodied Self. According to some phenomenologists the notion of the embodied self is elucidated
through the separation of Körper (the objective view) and Leib (the subjective view); while Körper
concerns itself with the “experience of the body as an object”, Leib is concerned with the self as
the “Embodied first-person perspective” (Husserl 1973a:57 in Stanford, 2012). While the socioethical theory concerns itself more with the former where the perspective of the potential end-user
is interpreted by others, this report is more concerned with the second aspect being the perspective
of the embodied individual. Likewise, the primary research aligns with this approach as well as
the theoretical foundations interwoven throughout, inadvertently asking the question, “what does
the end-user/refuser think?” As such Individual Sovereignty is about the rights of individual
autonomy resulting from the first-person perspective—the embodied self.
Innately Human (innate to being and/or remaking of humanity) – this term is used to
differentiate between techno-evolution of humanity (i.e. transhumanism) designed to remake the
self with an intent to repurpose in a way that extends beyond what is inherent at birth or should be
inherent should the baby have been born 100% healthy—not requiring any type of medical
intervention or technology medical interfacing (i.e. restorative health measure) to coexist and live
naturally (definition used in part from the Oxford Dictionary, 2017).
Personal Augmentation (PA) (Human Augmentation) – This term is used interchangeably with
body enhancement practices but in general refers to “Technologies and concepts that provide
improvements in strength, endurance and/or ergonomics while maintaining user safety and
reducing muscular fatigue, physical injury, and soreness during various load carriage and various
117

tasks, are of interest. Example load carriage tasks include heavy and repetitive lifting, load
transport, and difficult load tasks in unique environments” Michaud-Shields, M. (Winter 2014:25).
Personal Augmentation also refers to a much broader area as well, and so this thesis report only
concerns itself with this mechanism to the degree that such technology is invasive through a direct
intrusion with one’s physical anatomy such as through a subcutaneous practice.
Radio Frequency Identification Devices (RFID) – “Is a technology that incorporates the use of
electromagnetic or electrostatic coupling in the radio frequency (RF) portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum to uniquely identify an object, animal, or person” (Rouse, M. 2007).
Soft-despotism (Softly-Despotic) – That which is despotic in nature yet hides it characteristics
momentarily. “[The sovereign] extends its arms about society [at large]. It covers its surface with
a network of petty regulations--complicated, minute, and uniform—through which even the most
original minds and the most vigorous souls know not how to make their way past the crowd and
emerge into the light of day” (Tocqueville, A., (1805-1859).
Technology Society (Techno-society) – “Is a description of the way in which an autonomous
technology is in process of taking over the traditional values of every society without exception,
subverting and suppressing these values to produce at last a monolithic world culture in which all
non-technological difference and variety is mere appearance” (Ellul, J., 1970).
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APPENDIX 2: PA ADOPTION FORECAST

(Michaud-Shield, Winter 2014)
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APPENDIX 3: PDF LINKS OF PUBLISHED CHAPTER 3-5 & EPILOGUE
Chapter 3: "The Social Phenomenon of Body Modifying in a World of Technological Change:
Past, Present, Future," Retrieved from: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7547463/

Chapter 4: “Whose Body Is It? The Body as Physical Capital in a Techno-Society,” Retrieved
from: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7539253/

Chapter 5: "Sociology of the docile body: Biotech constancy and its potential to enslave,"
Retrieved from: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7764047/
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